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INTROtmCTION 

The com ept of the product! on function plays en 

important role both at the micro end macro economics. At 

1 

the macro level it is a major tool in theories of growth and 

distribution. At the micro level it deals with problems such 

as prof' it mx1m1zat1 on of' the firms, factor substitutability, 

returns to scale. 

The concept of the prod ucti on function, when associ a ted 

with a p~.rt1 cula r t.echnological process is supposed to 

represent the output of one connnodi ty as a function or 

quanti ties of veri ous factors of product! on combined 

according to a given technology (we rule out joint production). 

There are various approaches to the theory or production. 

Sometimes substi tutab111 ty of f'eotors of' product! on is ruled 

out as in the Leontief framework. On the other hend, we have 

substitutability in the traditional theory. The traditional 

theory assumes that the factors of' production are continuously 

divisible end productive processes are continuously variable. 

Thus, it arrives at a smooth and continuous function. 

The theory of production, in the sat theoretic f'r8mework, 

incorporates the above as special oases. It is a more general 

theory which embraces the various approaches to the theory or 

production. So, in the first chapter, we start with the set 

theoretic framework. 

But to obtain the empirical estimates of' the parameters 
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ot the production tunotion, we should he.ve framework in which 

we can speoiticelly define production tunotions. So to obtain 

estimates ot the production function, we have to go by the 

traditional theory. In the traditional theory based on the 

assumption ot differentiability, we mainly deal with three 

torms ot produotion function: the Cobb Douglas production 

tunotion Ybich hes the built in ·property ot unitary elasticity 

ot substitution; the G~nstant Elasticity ot Substitution 

production tuncti on which enables us to obtain an estimate 

ot the elasticity ot sub sti tuti on; the Variable Elasticity 

ot Sub sti tuti on produo t1 on tunc ti on in which the ela sti city 

ot substitution is a function ot the capital/labor ratio. 

In Chapter II, we discuss the methods ot estimating these 

produotion functions. There are single equation and multi

equat1 on models to estimate these production tunotions. The 

various models are based on the assumptions ot constant 

returns to soale, perfect competition, profit maximization. 

Chapter III stu~ies the empirical estimations done tor 

Indian manutaoturing, both tor the whole manufacturing sector 

and industrywise. These studies provide estimates ot the 

elastioity or substitution, returns to scale end technological 

progress which vary substantially with the level·o:r aggregation 

and with assumptions underlying the model. Looking at the 

empirical evidence, one does realise the need to test tor the 

validity ot constant returns to scale, elasticity o:r 

sub sti tuti on and per tect compe ti ti on. 



CHAPTER I 

PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS 

This chapter sets out some preliminary theoretical 

results on production tunotions, that are used in estimation 

procedures. Sect1 on 1 outlines the modern notion ot the 

production possibility set. Section 2 gives the traditional 

notion ot a production tunction. Section .3 discusses the 

notions ot elasticity ot substitution, returns to scale, and 

technological ~rogress. In Section 4, we discuss and derive 

some properties of three specific production tunctions - the 

CD, the CES, the VES. In the last section we discuss protit 

maximization, en underlying assumption in most ot the 

estimations, and its implications. 

Section 1: THE PRODUCTION POSSIBILITY SET: 

There are a number ot production processes available to 

a firm. Let us suppose that we have n goods anCl s processes. 

We denote the veCltor of net output by y with YJ as its Jth 

component. It YJ > O, then the Jth good is an output. It 
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YJ ~ o, then the Jth good is an input. -It YJ • o, then the 

Jth good is irrelevant tor the production prOCless. There are 

a such prOCl asses avella ble to en economic unit. -We represent 

the jth process by 

0.1'1' J 

J·=, l .... .8 ) J 

(_1·1) 



and its level of activity by xj ~ o. 
It all the processes are simultaneously employed, the 

total output produced is given by 

'X.j ~ 0 

j : I ) 2.> •.. "}.; 

We detine the (n, s) matrix, 

Q 11 0.1'1. • • • • · ·· ·CI\1S 

A - [a.'~ cl> .. .. ,d J -=- az., 

Ql\1 ~21 1. • • · · G\1"\S (._\' 3) 

It we denote the vector ot activity levels by x with xj 

as its jth component, (1.2) becomes, 

d :: A -t.. J ~ -vo (. 1 • 4) 

We call matrix A, which represents technological processes, 

a technology matrix. All points that can be expressed in the 

form (1.4) are a collection of production possibilities 

availeble to an economic unit. A set ot all such points, 

denoted by Y, is called the product! on possibility set. 

A production possibility set is assumed to satisfy, 

(t) additivity, ( 2) di vlsib1l1 ty, ()) convexl ty. 

In addition to above properties, Koopmans has made two 

more specifications about the production possibility set. 
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(a) Irreversibility ot Produot!.on Prooesses: 

The postulate says that, "it is impossible to find a set 

ot positive amounts ot some or all activities of which the 

joint effect is a zero net output for all commodities."
1 

The postulate implies that it we produce positive outputs 

f:mm certain inputs ot other commodities, there exists no 

combination ot producers' choices that reverses the outcome 

by producing inputs from these given outputs, i.e. 

'i f\ L-Y ~ ::. \ o 1 
(b) The Impossibility of the Lan~ of Cockaigne: 

"It is impossible to tind a set ot positive amounts of 

some or all activities ot ~ich the Joint production consists 

of a positive net output for at least one commodity w1 thout 

causing a negative net output for at least one other 

commodity". 2 

This postulate implies that the production possibility 

set does not have in common any point other than the origin 

with the non-negative orthant. 

Seotion 2: 

In our discussion so tar, we have not made any assumptions 

ebout dit:f'erentiability. But the traditional approach proceeds 

on the assumpt1 on o:f' differentiability. The set theoretic 

1. T.c. Koopmans (1957) 
J.llcr~ Htl on. 

2. Ibid. 
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approach 1s more general in the sense the t it takes into 

account both, different table and non-differentiable product! on 

processes. Suoh assumptions of differentiability are 

unnecessary in the set theoretic framework. 

Nevertheless, the traditional approach based on 

differentiability and profit ma::rlm!zation is extensively used 

for empirical estimations of production fUnctions. Notions 

like elasticit,y of substitution and technological progress 

are either impossible or difficult to interpret in the set -

theoretic frame.work. These parameters have important 

theoretical and policy implicsti ons. 

If dl >'1:~.> ... ,':j.., ere factors of production which prcxtuce 

-;t..'l'>'\+•, Jt'""+') ... .. >.Jtn outputs, we can write a production 

tuncti on in its implicit form as3, 

F C~l)lj1.> ·· ··jT"'' )~"""'"' ...... ,.:(.,.,) ::.o 

The tunc t1 on ( 1 • .5) should satisfy 

f(">'d•) =- fLo,'j,) ·~ ·-·· :.f (oJt""') ::.o 

o t lo 'j i.. ~ o ) <l- +-; a ~i·z. ~ a 

(l·s) 

The first condition (1.6a) and the postulate (b) of the 

preceding section have the same implications i.e., all the 

factors of production are indispensable for production. The 

second condition (1.6b) says that marginal products of all 

). Hicks (1946). 
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tactors ot production are non-negative ant! that the production 

tunct1 on is concave, which ccrresponds to the convexity ot 

the production possibility set assumed in the previous section. 

The traditional theory also assumes that the tactors ot 

production are continuously divisible and that the production 

processes are continuously variable. The implications ot 

these assumpt1 ons are similar to the 1mpl1cat1 ons ot 

divisibility and additivity tor a production possibility set. 

The partitioning ot factors ot production ana output also 

implicitly ass~es'the irreversibility ot the processes ot 

the preceding section. 

Section 3: 

Usually, a production function is estimated in order to 

test hypotheses with respect to, (1) elasticity ot 

substitution; (2) returns to scale; ()) technological 

prqgress; and their implications at the macro end micro levels. 

J. 1 The Elasticity of Subst1tuti on: 

"The elastic! ty ot substitution is measure ot the esse 

with which the varying factors can be substituted tor each 

other. n4 

The elasticity ot substitution ( o-) is defined as the 

ratio or a proportionate change in the ratio ot tactor inputs 

to the proportionate change in the ratio ot marginal products 

(i.e. marginal rete ot substitution). 

-----·------------
4. Hicks ( 196)). 
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Let us rule out joint produotion so that the production 

tunotion can be written in explicit torm as X.-::.X(o•J'i:~-l··J"") 
More speoifioelly, let us have one output Y end two 

inputs capital (K) and labor (L) so that 

Y • t (L,K). 

With t"WO factors ot prod notion, labor and capital, we can 

obtain o as, 

o-=- ol(lc:.JL-)Icf(MR~l.l<.) -dIn ( I<IL) (1·1) 
(.k/L) MRSLJ< q ,, CNRS'L.!c) 

ms LK is the mrgf.nal rate or substitution between labor and 

capital. Positive marginal products ensure the non-negativity 

. ot the ela stio it y ot sub sti tut1 on. 

3.2 Returns to Scale: 

In the long run, the expansion of' output may be achieved 

by varying all the teotors or production. The output may be 

inorea.sed by changing all factors of production by the same 

proportion or by d 1t terent proportions. Given a produo ti on 

possibility set 'lj (1) non-decreasing returns to scale 

prevail it tor any gf.ven ~i one can arbitrarily increase the 

scale of operations, ( 2) non-increasing returns to scale 

prevail if for any given '1Jj , one oen arbitrarily decrease 

the scale ot operations, (3) constant returns to scale 

prevail if' for any given '21j one oen arbitrarily change the 

scale of' operations. 5 

For a given production function, returns to scale are 

-----------------------------------------------
5. Gerard. Debreu ( 1 959). 
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determined by the degree or homogeneity or the production 

tuncti on. For prodUction fUnctions assumed to be homogeneous, 

Y • t (L, K) ; 

it we increase both the factors or production by the same 

proportion ~. we get, 

y. t (U., U:) 

• ~h t (L,K) 

• ~h y 

The degree or homogeneity h determines the returns to scale. 

It h • 1, the P!"Oducti oo function exhibits constant returns 

to scale. It h<.1, the production tunction exhibits 

decreasing returns to scale. The output increases less than 

proportionately with the increase in inputs. It h /1, we 

have increasing returns to scale. The output increases more 

than proportionately with the increase in inputs. 

3.3 Technolggical Progress: 

We dettne a prodmtion tuncti on as being the known set 

ot efficient production techniques. The production tunotion 

is therefore susceptible to change as our knowledge or 

product! on techniques changes. Thus teohnologicel ohenge 

oauses a shift in the product! on tuncti on. 

One type or technol~ioal change is, when the production 

fUnction shifts over time, reflecting greater ettioienoy in 

canbining the inputs. It is called "disembodied technological 

Progres8".
6 

It can b t b e represen ed y the product! on tunotion, 

-------------------------------------------------
6. Hahn & Mathews ( 1964). 
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Y • t(L,K,t) (1.8) 

or Y( t) • t ( L ( t), K( t) t t) 

where t stands tor time. 

Change in the output over time is given by 

c.\ y = ~. oL -t £± . o~ -r ~ 
ctl= aL or:- ~K. ol= ill:' 

( 1. 9) 

The first two terms indio ate the change in the output due to 

a movement along the production tunotion. The last term, 

(or/ dt-) gives the change in the output due to disembodied 

technological p~ogress, i.e. a sh itt in the product! on 

tuncti en. This type of change is called disembodied because 

it is not embodied in the factor inputs. It involves a 

reor gen i zati on ~ input s. 

On the other hand • embocUe d technological progress 

involves an augmentation in the ettectiveness ot factor 

inputs due to various possible 1mprovEI!lents in their quality 

and efticiency over time. 

Technological change shifts the entire production 

tunoti m. To decide whi oh point on the old product! on 

tunction is to be compared with which point on the new 

production tunction, some criterf. on is needed. A number of 

criteria have led to the formulation ot alternative 

det!nitions ot neutral technological progress. 

3 • .3.1 Hicks-neutral Technological Progress: 

Hicks' det!niti on ot neutral technological progress is 

that the marginal rate ~ substitution should be independent 
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of time for eaoh fixed capital/labor ratio. The points on 

two produotion functions ere compared for a given L/K ratio. 

Treating technologic el progress as an exogenous function 

of time t, the production function can be written as 

Y • f(L,K,t) 

For technological progress to be Hicks-neutral the production 

:function should take the form 

Y • A(t)f(L,K) (1.10) 

where A(t) is the index of technological progress. 7 A(t) is 
At-

generally assu~d to take the form e. 
8 3.3.2 Harrod-neutral Technological Progress: 

Here we compere those points on the production functions 

at different points of time where the marginal product of 

capital (assumed to be equal to the rete of profit) is 

oon stent. Herrod's definition is framed particularly w1 th 

the idea in mind that capital is a produoed factor of· 

produc ti on. 

With the capital/labor ratio remaining constant, 

technological progress normally increases the marginal 

productivity of capital. For the marginal product ot capital 

to remain constant in the face of technological progress, 

the K/L ratio should increase. Technologic a1 progress is 

neutral in the Harrod sense if the level of K/L is such es 

7. Hahn&. Matthews (1961,.). 

8. Hahn&. Matthews (1964}. 
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to cause the K/Y rat! o to remain constant. Harrod-neutral 

technological progress is represented by the prOduction 

:function, 

Y • f(K,A(t)L) (1.11) 

With the production function (1.11 ), assuming constant returns 

to scale, an equal proportionate rise in capital and A(t)L 

must lead to an equal proportionate rise in the output. 

Harrod-neutral technological progress increases the labor 

force measured in efficiency units A(t)L. 

3.3.4 Solow-neutral Technological Progress: 

A third type of neutral technological progress is 

capital-augment! ng technological progress. The production 

:f'unct1 on can be written as, 

.Y • f(A(t )K,L) (1.12) 

Assuming constant returns to scale, an equal proportionate 

rise in A(t)K end labor leads to an equal proportionate rise 

in output. 

Sect! on 4: FORM3 OF PR ODTJC'l'I CN PUNCTI ONS .AND 
THEIR PROPERTIES: 

Algebraic represent at! on of product! on tunct1ons can 

take mny forms. The production tuncti on, whichever form it 

takes, should satiety (1.6). We consider here mainly three 

forms ot product! on tunot1 on. 

(1) Cobb-Douglas, (2) Constant Elasticity of 

Substitution, (3) Variable Elasticity of Subst!.tution 

production functioo. There are various other types of 

production tunot1ons, but these are the three most important 
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ones trom the point or view or estimsti on. Various other 

production t'uncti ons will be mentioned, as and when necessary, 

while discussing the estimations. 

4.1 The Cobb-Dguglas (CD} Production Function: 

Douglas made the r1rst attempt to specify and empirically 

quantity an aggregate product! on function. 9 He specit'iet! 

the ,production tunc tion as 

where, 
'{ >.o 

L>O 

(a) ~ > ~ ere elasticities ot' labor and capital with 

respect to output respectively. 

. 
) 

(1·14) 

(b) The tuncti on is homogenous ot degree ~ -t(!, 

We increase the rectors ot' production 

by a proportion _,\ , )-.. "> Q 

"{ (l 

~~-=- ~C.AL)(A\<.) 

~tP. "" J'!. 
:::. "' A L k 

l.C.1 j!> 
':::: /\ '( (I· I~) 

Output increases by the proportl on ~-+P. • The degree or 

9. P.H. Dougle s ( 1934). 
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homogeneity (~-\:f-.) determines the nature of returns to 

scsle. It .t:t(:!. =-1 , the production tunc ti on is linearly 

homogenous, exhibiting constant returns to scale. It .{-tJ'l :>1 t 

the production tunction exhibits increasing returns to scale. 

It-l:tl!o<i , the production function exhibits decreasing 

returns to scale. 

(c) For the CD function the elasticity ot substitution is 

always unity 
0 = c:lh·•C.I<IL.) j ~ lnC.MR.SL..k.) 

HRSLK -::. -HPL ..{ K 
\'1PK -=- li" . I: 

1" ( M R~ Lie) -::. In("< I 13 ) -+ I...., ( 1<: I L) 

c{ lr, C.MR~ 4..) -::. ol In ( k I L) 

ot 1.-, C.K\L-J 

.:=' 1~ C.KIL) (1·16) 

That the el!.sticity ot substitution ot a CD tunction is 

always unity, is a property ot the CD tunction itself. It 

is not dependent on market cCil~itions and the behavior ot the 

t!rm. 

4. 2 The Constant Elasticity of Subst1 tution (CES) 
Pro duo ti on Funo t! on : 

One of the implications ot a CD tuncti on is that tector 

rewards remedn in fixed proportions. The empirical 

observations that the share ot national income going to labor 

was not fixed but varied as the wage rete varied, prompted 
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Arrow, Chenery, Minhas, Solow to test this proposition. They 

introduced a production funoti on with constant elasticity 

or substitution. 
10 

The CES tu.ncti on takes the form, 
. -r --e J_,,r 

'( ~ l' L & 1<. + (. 1-S ) L (I· I/) 

where, 

Y - efficiency parameter 

6 - distribution parameter, o~ ~ ~ I , which 

determines the distribution of factor incomes. 

~ - sub~ti tut1 on parameter, a :tunot1 en or the 

elasticity at subst1 tut1 on J c = _J_ 
1+\ 

·, 

(a) The CES function is homogenous of degree one. _,, e 
'( =- y l & Kf -t u-~ ) C ~ 1 

We increase capital an! labor by the same 
), -: Y[6CAKfe-t Cr-&) (A.LrC'J-''e 

-e -e -1/e 
-:::AY[~C.K.) -t LI-S)CL)] 

~A 'f 

proportion A.y>..>J. 

(1·1'6) 

The output also increases by the same proportim A • The 

CES function cen be extended to the case ot non-constant 

returns to scale as well. 

10. Arrow, Chenery, M1nhas, Solow (1961). 



--h determines the degree of homogeneity. 

It h <.I , we have decreasing returns to scale 

It h;:. 1 , we have constant returns to scale 

It h > 1 , we he ve ino rea sing returns to scale. 

16 

The OES product~on function can also be generalised to the 

case ot more then two inputs. 

(b) 

\, 
The elastioi ty of subst1 tuti on depends on the vEll.ue ot 

the substitution peraDSter. _
1 'f::. ¥ [~ K"~ + u-[S) c~ J 1r: 

t'-tPL:: ~ -=- it 'ft+e c.t-6) LCI+e) 
OL 

P oY -~ tte - c.t+e) 
H I<:::_-;:. lf I lh) K oK 

p i(lte) 
N~Su:. -::_f'iL::. (h~)(l<.f) 

MPk 6 L 

c;III'")(HR.~L~ J ::. ( l+ej c\ II"')( KlL) 

o:.. d ll)(f<IL) ::. d /I"')(KIL) ::. -.L_· 

ol In (HRSt..K) (li-e') cUn CI<:.IL) I +f (_ \ ·2..1) 
To ensure non-negati v1 ty of a , we have 

We he ve three special oases. 
~ >- -I 7' • 

( 1 ) ~ '::. _, j 0= 00 
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(2) \:: o j <>=- I 

The first oase is the oase ot perfeot substitutability. In 

this o ase, we get linear isoquant s w1 th the slope - &; (.1-f:.) . 

In the third oase, the function approaches the Leontief 

input-output framework v.bere the substitution between the 

factors is totally ruled out. 

In the seoond case, the CES production tunotion reduces 

to the CD tuno tion. 
_,, ~ 

1 '::.. "'[6 L~ T ( 1-6) Kt 1 
. . -~ { 

\n'f::. \l)Y-t ln[~L -;- (1-~)1<-) (1·1...2.) 

When 11m \ -? o } the expression inside the brackets takes 

en indeterminate form. Therefore, we apply L'Hosp1tel t s rule. 

Let 

Differentiating Wlth respeot to \ 
-t ) 

~ -= -L ~ \nL- c. l-o) l<-~ !f')K. 

'21 \ 6 L c -t ( I - & ) I< - \ 

~~~ ~-::.. - ~lnL- (1-~) I""'K.. 
\-?o 6\ 

~ t l- b 
Substituting in (1.22) we get 

\r)'(-::. \nY + &, lnL;. ( 1-&) \nk. 



or 

11 
vbioh is a CD production function. 
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The ems production function is thus a more general form 

ot the production function and includes the CD function as a 

special case. 

4 • .3 The Variable Elasticity o1' Substitution (VES) 
Prod u ot1 on Func t1 on : 

Though the CES tunc t1on is less restrictive than a CD 

fUm ti on in the'f! it allows the ele stioi ty of substitution to 

take a value other than unity, it d.oes not allow the 

elasticity of substitution to vary wlth factor proportions 

or with output. A fUnction Ybich allows the elasticity of 

substitution to vary with output was developed by Lu and 

Fletcher. 1 2 

The fUnction has the properties of (1) positive marginal 

products, (2) downward sloping margf.nal productivity curves, 

(.3) homogeneity ot degree one, (4) variable elasticity of 

sub sti tuti on. Moving along the isoquant, the ela sti city of 

substitut1 on varies with the capital/labor ratio: 

11. Kmenta's approximation for a CES production fUnction 
can also be used to prove the above result. This uses 
Taylor's expansion and is discussed in the chapter on 
estimation. 

12. Lu &. Fletcher (1968). 
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\='Oo'l'Y) 
WL .... --)' 

b -\b 1-b-c.. 
C\-6) 1 W X ·:x~klL 

-\+\~ oloto..i nut 

6 

We can also show that the VES is a generalised form of 

the CES production function. 

If C takes the value zero, the multiplier (K/L) 

vanishes and the function takes the CES form of production 

function. 

·section 5: PROFIT MAXIMIZATION: 

Whatever the form of the production function, the firm 

is very often assumed to operate on the basis of the profit 

maximization principle. It chooses to operate at that point 

on the production function where it maximises its profit. 

It is assumed in addition that the firm is atomistic·, 

so that it is a price taker in both, the product and the 

factor markets. Let p be the price of the product Y , w 

the price of the input L and r the price of the input K. We 

denote profit by \T • The firm then maximizes the profits 

The firm maximizes the profits subject to the production 

function 

'f~f(L)k) (.\·'l-7) 
We set up a Lagrangean, 



We get the first oraer oatd1t1ons for a :msJ1mum 

0• 
) 

o-H 1 a A -::. "1'- + c L.) K.) =- o . 
Assuming that tile seoond order conditions in terms of the 

bordered Hessian are satisfied, we eliminate~ and obtain, 

c. 1-2-q) 
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Eaah faotor is thus utilized upto the point where the marginal 

product is equel to its reel prloe, i.e., !ts prioe relative 

to the prio e d the prod uot. 

Sol-d. ng (1. 28) and ( 1. 27) we oan obtain the profit 

na::d.mizing velues ot Y, L, K. Far instano e if (1. 27) tekes 

tbe form ot a CD prod uotion :tunotion, we woult! have 

..9t..j ~ -::. ~ "( / K Jlc '""'I p :::. ol. y I L crt. 

Thus ~ is the faotar share of labor, the amount paid to the 

lsbor as a proportion of the total value of output. 13 is 

the taotor sbare ot oap1tel. When ~tP...=I_,we have oonstant 

returns to scale, the value at the totel produot is exaotly 
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exhausted in payments to the factors. 

We cen repeat the seme exercise for CES and VES 

product! on tunctions. More about protit maximization and 

its implications will be discussed in the chapter on 

estimation. 
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CHAPTER II 

ESTIMATING PRO'OUOTI: ON FUNCTIONS 

So tar in our analysis, K an~ L have stood tor capital 

and labour services. For the empirical estimation ot 

produotion tunct1ons we have to meaatre these services as 

well as the output (Y). 

Output (Y) is usually measured as value added per year 

(deflated tor price changes in case ot time series data}. 

It is also measur.ed as the gross value ot the output per 

. year. It the firms carry on with the production as tar as 

gross profits are positive (non-negativity ot quest-rent} 

output should be measured gross ot depreciation charges. As 

tar as choice between value added and gross output as measure 

ot output is concerned, we see that at economy level, gross 

output atfters from double counting because one tlrm' s 

output can be used as another tirm' s input. This can be 

avoided by measuring output as value added. In principle, 

even et the micro level, one should use value added. But 

value added data are not always available. 

Labour (L) is measured in terms ot man hours. It ls 

also measured ln terms ot wages and salaries paid to the 

workers. There ere various types ot labor - male, temale, 

skilled, unskilled, and ot different age groups. One should 

construct en 1nd ex to convert all these vert ous types ot labor 

into one homogenous commodity, but this is also difficult ln 



practioe. 

The measurement ot oepi tel is a complex problem. It 

oen be measured as net cepital stock (net ot depreoietion) 

or in terms ot mohine hours. When we measure the oepital 

in. terms ot machine hours, it gives us en estimate ot oepital 

services, going into prod uoti on whioh might be different from 

the capital servioes available tor produoti en. Speoially 

this is important beoeuse firms ere reluctant to disoard or 

sell unused machinery end plant. In that oase, it we measure 

oepitel as net oepitel stook, we might not get a true estimate 

ot oapitel, 1nfeot we ere likely to overestimate it. 

There ere many other problems also involved in the 

meesurerrent ot oep !tel, e. g. the vintege ot capital. 011! 

end new mchines ere not likely to provide the same servioes 

beoeuse ot deterioration end obsolescence. 

These variables are measured at tirm level, 1nc!ustry 

level, tor the entire mnufaoturing -sector, depending on et 

whet level of aggregation we went to estimate the production 

~notion. The measurement ot these variables almost invariably 

involves the eggregatioo of heterogenous quanti ties. This 

leads us to a briet discussion ot the eggregati on problem. 

Sect! on 1 : THE AGGREGA'I!r ON PROBLEM: 

The aggregeti on problem, as far as production tunot1 ons 

ere concerned is given a lot ot importance because ot the 

uses ot aggregate pro~uotion function. It is one ot the 

basio constituents ot growth models representing the technical 
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poss1b111t1e s in an economy. It is also estimated tor the 

economy or industry in order to draw empirical inferences 

about technological progress, returns to scale, elasticity 

or substitution, which might be useful tor forecasting purposes. 

UnCI er what condit1 ons can one meaningfully aggregate the 

variables labor and capital to arrive e.t an aggregate 

pr oduct1 on tu no t1 on 1 

It labor and capital ere homogenous, ell firms are 

equally efficient, we can have an aggregate production function 

w1 thout any probl~ms. H<mever, the variables are not 

homogenous across the firms. Since all the firms do not have 

equal aceess to the best technology available (also, there 

ere lags in adoption of new techniques) capital is 

heterogenous across the firms. The techniques are embodied 

in eapital goods so firms differ in ef'f'icienoy also. 

Nevertheless, Fisher {1969) while analysing the concUtions 

tor existence ot aggregate produoti en function assumes constant 

returns to scale, which implies that, small and big, all firms 

are equally efficient. 

GivEil that output an~ labor are homogenous, aggregate 

produoti on functions will exist if there exists a capital 

aggregate. Assuming diminishing returns. to labor, .the 

necessary end sufficient condition tor a capital aggregate 

to exist is additive separability i.e. all the micro 

pro~uct1on functions should be additively separable. 

Moreover, the extent to which heterogeneity of capital is 



very limited. A capital aggregate will exist un~er these 

conditions only it the firms differ from each other by 

capital eugutnting differences. 

It we make our analysis e little less restrict! ve by 

allowing more then one kind ot cepital good, the cond1 tions 
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for the existem e of a capital eggregete become more stringent. 

Change in one kind ot cepital good will affect the merginal 

pr~uct of other capital goods end at the sane time there 

will be a reassignment ot labor. 

Fisher gives an 1llustrat1 on Yd. th two kintls ot oepi tal . 
goods, K1 and K2. Suppose we want in aggregate over K1 only 

and leave out K2. Then the marginal rete ot substitution 

between K1 tor different industries must be independent ot 

K2. It K2 is also to be included in the capital aggregate, 

the mrgtnal rete or substitution between K1 end K2 must be 

independent ot labor (L). We heve constant returns to scale 

with K1, K2, L. But this does not mean that we have constant 

returns to scele tor K1 end L or K2 end L. The above 

conditions tor aggregat1 on hold only under the assumpt1 on ot 

constant returns to scale. So, we cannot heve en aggregate 

ot only K1 or K2 beceuse we cannot heve constant returns to 

scale condition with K1 end L or K2 end L. We can .obtain an 

aggragete ot capital K • K1 + K2 only 1t the firms differ by 

capital augmenting differences. 

Sato (1975) takes a different approach to solve the 

problem or heterogenous capital and obtain a capital aggregate. 
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He defines a capital aggregate as the total productive 

capacity of the indust17. To arrive at an aggregate 

production function, we must have a link between the micro 

f\.tm ti on s end the aggregate pro duo ti on tunc ti on. Sa to links 

the two via produetive efficiency, unlike Fisher, he 

recognizes that it differs from firm to firm. 

We detine a production function tor ith firm as 

'Q L =- t ( d.L k L I c ilL ) 

where di and Ci a:e efficiency co-efficients of capital and 

labor and are different for different firms because of 

heterogeneity of capital. He defines a capacity density 

tuncti on tor the glven level ot efficiency ot labor ~(c) 

'Which is a tuncti on ot efficiency co-efficients ot labor and 

capital. 

For each level ot labor efficiency we have a capacity 

density fUnction ~(c). Suppose that the efficiency of labor 

varies between 0 a~ Co, and Co is the highest level of 

efficiency of labor. So, integrating over the range (O,Co) 

the various oepecity density f\.tnctims, we can get the total 

productive capacity ot the industry which is defined as 

capital aggregate (J). 
Co 

J • J ~ ( c ) d c ( 2. 2) 

0 

This function, which gives the distribution ot capital 

among firms, is a c:ruoiel link between macro end micro 

tunct:t.ons. The capital aggregate we obtained in (2.2) 1s 
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tor that given efficiency distrl bution. Solow ( 1964) and 

Fisher (1969), in their analysis, f!P across the firms to 

obtain capital aggregate irrespective of what the efficiency 

distribution is and arrive at the erlstence conditions. But 

this analysis will hol~ only if the production function is 

invariant between alternative distributions of capital. To 

avoid this comparison which, is not valM, Sato divi~ed the 

aggregation prQblem into two parts (1) existence problem 

(2) invariance problem. 

The Existence Con~itions ot an Aggregate 
PrOduction Function: 

The production function tor a firm is given by (2.1). 

The amount of labor eaoh firm employs is a function of real 

wage rate (w) and the efficiency of labor tor the given capital. 

(2. 2) gives the capital aggregate. For the given capital 

aggregate J, different firms can operate at different levels 

ot labor efficiency. Over this range of labor efficiencies, 

we should get the lnd ustry employment by integrating over the' 

labor employment :fUnctions tor the firms. We denote this 

integral tunction, which gives the industry employment, by H. 

We obtain H tor the gtven total productive capacity of the 

industry. Then, we can get an aggregate productio~ tunction 

which is a tunctlon of labor aggregate for the given total 

productive capacity J. The condi tlons tor the aggregate 

tunotion to exist are the conditions tor the integral tunction 

H which gives us the labor aggregate. It conditions tor 

existence of the integral tuncti on H are satisfied then 
• • 
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there exists an aggregate pro~uotion tunotion that can be 

uniquely determine~ trom Hand to 'Nlioh correspon(ls a unique 

oapaci ty d ansi ty tuno ti on ¢. 

1.2 Invariance Conditions: 

OVer time, techniques change and c oosequently the 

distr1 button of cepit al among t1 :rms also changes. That will 

change our capital aggregate J which we det1ne~ as total 

productive capacity of the industry. Corresponding to this 

new capital aggregate, there will be another aggregate 

production functipn. To get an aggregate production tunction 

which will hold over time, irrespective ot changes in the 

capacity density function is the invariance problem. The 

same aggregate tuncti on will hold tor the new efficiency 

distribution only if the efficiency ~istr1bution exhibits very 

particular end systematic shifts. These particular shitts in 

the efficiency distribution will gtve us the invariance 

condi tiona. 

We replace ¢(c) by ¢(c,t) and Co by Co(t}. 

We have two cases: 

The new distribution is simply scaled up proportionately to 

give us a dlstri button at tp So we get, 

¢(c,t1) +a ¢(c,to) 

Co ( t ) • Co ( t 1 ) • co. 

The capital aggregate will be J(t1) • aJ(to). This 1s nothing 

but capital eugmenting technological change. The aggregate 

production function F is invarient between ¢(c,to) and ¢(o,t1). 
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Another oese is J(t1) • J(to) but the distrl button ot J 

is different. The d 1s trl buti on stretohe s out proporti onetely. 

We have, 

Co(t1) ~(o,t1) • Co(to) ~ (Co~tf) c, to ( 
(Co t ) ) 

Co(t1) • bCo(to) C' • C/b 

This is the oese or labor augmenting technological change. 

Combining the two oases we can obtain, 

¢ (_ ~.) t 1 ) ::. (~ / b) f (c. J 'o ) to ) 
b -::: Co ( t., ) /Co(. h) 

0.. =- Jl.t.)/J(to) 

This kind ot an efficiency distribution will account tor 

labor ~d capital augmenting· technological change. 

Thus, the aggregate production tunotion is invariant it 

the mitts in the effie iency distribution ere of the type 

described above. This implies that the aggregate production 

fUnction is invariant if end only if technical change is 

purely factor augmenting. Any other kind ot shift will lead 

to changes in the form of 1h e macro production tuncti on. 

So tar in our analysis we have discussed only the short 

run aggregate production function (we obtain F tor the given 

ettioiency dis trl bu t1 on which means techn1 ques ere fixed) end 

shifts in the short run aggregate production tunotion (shifts 

in the etticienoy distribution). So the oap1tel-labor 

substitution will refer only to the short run. This tunction 

oannot be used in growth analysis end tor forecasting purposes. 
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These purposes are served by the aggregate production 

tuncti ons ot e:xante nature. Can we estimate such an 

aggregate production tunction trom the short run aggregate 

production tuncti on? 

In the short run macro p~duction tunction, the capital 

aggregate represents the existing capital (K). We detine a 

capital aggregate which measures capital in use (Ku). The 

production tunction thet corresponds to Ku, is called tull 

capacity production tuncti en. It the efficiency distribution 

remeins stable v.ben it mitts, there will be a stable 

relet! onship between e:xante and tull capacity production 

tunct1 ons. So we try end relate f'ull capacity end short run 

aggregate pro~uctlon functions. 

For a stable etticienoy distribution, given the degree 

ot utilization, Ku/K should be a constant traction. This will 

cause en equiproportionate shift from the e:xante production 

tunction. And the locus ot such points will give us the tull 

capacity product! on tuncti on as the ett1c1enoy d1str1 button 

moves along the e:xante function. However, the tull capac1 ty 

product! on 1\lncti on does not sat1sty the marginal productivity 
1 

conditi ens. So we have to consider a long run production 

1\tnction which will envelope the SR tunctions a·nd thereby 

satis~y the tmrginal productiviey concUtions. 

But this causes econometric problems. The marginal 

----------------·------------------·--------------------
1. The tuncti on CD is an e:xcepti on. 
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product! !ity conditi ens hold tor both long run an~ short run 

aggregate p~duction functions. So we have an identification 

problem. Unless there are other identifying ccnditions the 

two :t't1ncti ons cannot be identified. 

There are other aspects ot aggregation problem such 

aggregation ot variables, aggregation under conditions ot 

imperfect competi ti on etc. 

Section 2: .ME'IHODS OF ESTIMATING PRODTJC'l'ION JmNCTIONS: 

Mostly three torms of' production tunction are estimated

CD, CES, VES. We.cen broadly classify the methods of 

e~timating production functions into single equation models 

and multiequation models. 

It we choose to estimate a single equation model, we 

have to face problems if' the Standard Ordinary least Squares 

assumption are not followed. Violation of' these assumptions 

will lead to the problems of' heteroscedasticity, multi-. 

collinearity, autocorrelation, simultaneous equations bias. 

If' we choose to estimate a system of simultaneous equations, 

i~entitication problems arise. It the pro<'luc t! on equation is 

not identified, we might end up estimating some other 

relationship like a marginal productivity equation. With 

only endogenous variables in the system the problem ot 

identification becomes all the more difficult. 2 

2. Nerlove (1959) suggested a better way of estimating 
the system. Since in our empirical studies we do not 
come across such mot'!els, the dynamic model will not 
be !'lealt with her e. 
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A number ot est1mat1 on methods are based on the 

assumptions of perfect competition, protlt maximization an~ 

constant returns to scale. 3 

These assumpt1 ons have led to estimation ot a number of 

relationships which equate the marginal product ot labor 

(capital) to the wages (rental) to the wages (rental). As we 

shall see in the next chapter, whatever the torm ot the 

production tunctlan, the relationships based on the marginal 

productivity conditions have been estimated very otten end 

they provit!e a very good tit also. These estimates, at 

aggregate level, predict labor's share in the total output 

teirly well. 

However, Simon (1979) has pointed out that just the tact 

that the product! on relations based on the marginal 

productivity assumptions tit well to the aggregate date does 

not prove the existence ot aggregate production tunct1 on. It 

does not imply that the marginal product! vi ty theory has been 

proved empirically. These production function estimates 

predict the labor's share in total output fairly well end 

very otten the exponents of labor and capital add up to one. 

But for the CD as well as the CES production tumtion 

(homogeneous of degree one), Simon has shown that these 

results could follow from the identity that cost of labor and 

--------------------------·------------------------------
). nhrymes (1965) constructed a model in which constant 

returns and perfect competition are not assumed but 
become testable hypothesis. 



cost of' capital added together give value e.ddeit, without 

making any me.rgt ne.list assumptions. 
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In the following sections, we discuss various methods of' 

estimating the production f'uncti ons. 

2.1 Estimation of' the CD function: 

The CD fUnction is loglinee.r. 

U is the stochastic disturbance term which includes 

variations in productive and technical capabilities or the 

firms. One way to estimate the production f'uncti on is to 

estimate (2.3) directly given the date. on Y, L, K. The OLS 

regression will give the estimates of' ~ and p • Here we are 
• 

estimating the production function without putting any 

restrictions. We call it unrestricted Cobb-Douglas production 

tum tion (URCD). 

But though we estimate (2.3) without any restrictions, 

it leads to a number of' econometric problems. L & X: are 

endogenous variables jointly determined wlth Y. They are not 

independent of' the stoche. stic disturbance term. This leads 

to a problem ot simultaneous equations bias. They also tend 

to be dependent on each other leading to a problem or 

multicollinearity. 

The oocure.nce of' multicollinearity leads to very high 

standard errors of' the estimates. That will make the 

contidenoe intervals tor the relevant population parameters 

large, and consequently, the probability of' aooepting a talse 
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hypothesis increases. 

Moreover, as the stochastic disturbance term accounts 

tor the variations in technical and productive capabilities 

it might lead to a problem ot heteroscedasticity. That means 

the estimates do not satisfy the minimum variance conditions, 

they are no longer etticient. So, though we do not make any 

assumptions a~out perfect competition; profit maximization, 

returns to scale, the rel1abil1 ty of the estimates is doubttul. 

Another way ot estimating a CD tunoti on is based on the 

assumptions ot pe:tfect competition, profit 1118x1mizat1on. 

~ese assumptions imply that marginal product of the factor 

equals reel price per unit of that factor. In that case 

~ and ~ are the shares ot labor and capital respectively in 
• 
the total value ot the output. Und.er constant returns to 

scale, the value of the total output gets exhausted by the 

payments to the tectors of product! on. 

Under the assumption ot constant returns to scale, 

( 2 • .3) takes the form 

\n(\i /Li..)= \..,fi+ (1-.J.)\n(~'/t-L)-t-UL. (.l.·Lt) 

This relates output per unit of labor to the capital labor 

ratio. Est1met1ng (2.4) yields an estt~mte of (1 .. •C). The 
~· 

use of ratios Y/L and K/L reduces the problem of 

heterosoedastioi ty to sane extent. But the only disadvantage 

of estimating (2.4) is that we cannot test the returns to 

scale hypothesis because we ere assuming constant returns to 

scale. 
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Under the same set ot assumptions i.e., perfect 

competition, profit m:ximizati on, constant returns to scale, 

we can also arrive at a reletiooship. 

This gives output per unit or labor as a function of reel 

wages. By estimating (2~5) we can reduce the problems or 

simultaneity, multicollinearity, heteroscedesticity. But 

these problems are reduced at the cost at restrictive 

assumptions by which we arrive at (2.5). (2.4) end (2~5) 
. 

ere estimated on the assumption of~+ ~ • 1. So we call 

these Restricted Cobb Douglas production function (ROD). 

All these are single equation estimations. Another 

approach is to estimate a system or simultaneous equations. 

The system consists at the production tunctioo and the first 

order cont'!iti ons or profit maximizeticn. 

U.o is the disturbano e term effecting the efficiency ot the 

production proo ess and U, ) Lh... ere the economic disturbance 

terms effecting the attainment of profit maximization. Taking 

logert thms we obtain a linear system, 
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In Y-::. InA+ col. lnL + t2>\nk ;- ~1> 

\n Y:. -\~~ + ln k + \,., -'Lj p + Lt2. 

ln"t'JlnKJ lnL are endogenous variables whereas w/p 

end r/p are exogenous variables. Here we face the 

identification problem. We write (2.7) as, 

-ol. 

0 

0 -I 

\n'f 

\nL 

\n +\ 

J, ~ -\n.,(,. 
p 

In~- In~ 
~ 

Can we obtain the reduced form? We can see that tor -< + p • 1, 
• 

the me.trix is singular and there is no solution i.e. the 

output is indeterminate in,the oonstant.returns to scale case. 

Given the non-negativity or K, L, in order that the marginal 

productivity conditions give us profit maximizing solution, 

there must be decreesing returns to scale. So the production 

equation is identified only it -< + p < 1 • It prices are 
• 

fixed, equel proportional increases in K and L away from the 

optimum must, in order to yield less protit leed to a less 

than proportionate increase in Y. This identitio at! on 

condition-<+ p <.1 i.e. decreasing returns to scale, 
-
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emounts to the condition tk~C-. f~.-L- (h.J<-)'1-> o tor a pro~uction 
fUnction. Thus constant or increasing returns to scale are 

incompatible with a determinate solution in this model based 

on perfect competition end protit-msximization. But a priori 

we cannot rule out the possibility ot increasing or constant 

returns to scala. 

We go back to (2.7). Even after using the condition 

, we can see that the production function is 

still not identified. This follows from rank and order 

conditions. From-order conditions we get 1dentit1cat1on it 

w~ add an exogenous variable to one ot the other equations, 

making sure that .it does not appear in the production 

fUnction. 

Klein (1953) estimated the production tunotion from the 

taotor shares using one ot the marginal product! vity 

oond1t1 ons. Taking marginal produotlvi ty ot labor, 

ol, -:::. 1. = ~ ~I 
L p 

which can a1 ternat1vely be written as, 

............. 
log .1.. 

But 

I .. 'L,' ~--U \n~ = ...., -vv + ~ lj 

\?"'( ,· 

rJ 
\~ = j_ L \., ( wLi ) 

N L= I \=>"'fj 

is an unbiased and consistent 

~ =. -t}/iil ( wL,·) F>y,· ) 

(2·11) 

estimator ot log ...l... • 
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is biased and con sis tent. 
4 

2.2 Estimation ot the CES Production Function: 

Like the CD fU.nct1 on, the CES tunction can also be 

estimted using conditions ot protlt maximization and perfect 

competi tlon. The marginal productivity conditions give, 

I+~ 

oY/?JL- Pr'C'f/L) (.2-·\'l-) 

Setting real wage • marginal product ot labor we get, 

t-tf 
A'(Y/L) w;e 

Solving tor output per unit at labor we get, 

Its loglinear torm is, 

I n (_ Y I L ) ~ In Pr '' -r ( T4 J I T"\ ( ';;' ) ::. Q + ~ In(~ ) c~.-~s-) 
This equation relates output per worker to real wage and 

yields an estimate at elasticity ot substitution. 

Alternatively we can also estlmte, 

4. Dhrymes (1962) derived an alternative estimate ot ~ 
whioh he showed was unbiased, ettioient, suttioient 
consistent. ' 
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Let us assume that real wage is exogenous and all eoonom1o 

units in the cross-seoti on are governed by the same 

productiOn function. Then we can estimate(2o 16)using cross 

seoti on data on'(> L) ""/p • This approach was used by 

Arrow (1961) et.al. tor their cross section analysis ot 19 

countries. 

But these two methods do not acoount tor the case or 

non-constant returns to scale cases. The original . 
formulation ot the CES production function was restricted 

to the case or constant returns to scale and the function 

was line9r in the logarithms or the variables. Therefore 

using marginal prod mti vity conditions one could obtain an 

estimte or cr. It the CES tunctlon is extended to the case 

ot non-constant returns to scale, this methOd of estimation 

is no more teas1 ble. 

The OES function incorporating non-constant returns to 

scale is given by, 

(2'17) 

Taking logarithms, 

(2.18) is a non-linear relationShip. Kmenta (1967) used 

Taylor's series to 11near1se this relationship end 11nearised 

it about ~ ::. o • That gives, 
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ln '( - \n"t + h~ lnL - h ( l-b) Ink 

-l h~b Ll-cS) [In L- In kJ 
'2... 

2.. 

We can split ( 2.19) into two parts. At ~ =- o , the last 

term V81li shes an~ the e qua ti on reduces to a CD tunc t i en. 

We me.y take the last term as representing a correction 

factor due to the departure of ~ from zero. OLS regression 

on (2.19) gives us the estimates of the parameters of the 

CES production fUnction. 

Kmenta (1967) obtsined the estimates of the parameters 

of" the CES production function using a simultaneous equations 

method also. He oonsid ered two oases: 

(1) estimation with uniform prices 

( 2) estimation with non-uniform prices. 

Estimates with TTniform Prio es: 

In this model, the firms operate unCI er perfect 

competition and obtain their inputs at fixed prices in the 

same market. 

Then we get, 
-~ - ~ 

\n \\ ~ \1\ 1- ~ 1~ l_& K\..,. c 1-~) Ll J + Llot: (:2...:2..o) 

~ -t ') ) () r i .:::.. ( ~ + \ ) I I')\<\ :::. \ n L -'l.. i~ J hL r hi)\ J ~ \ 
(2.·21) 

"' \1"\ [ -w }~I~ I"") 'u-& )'JR .... 

(:L·22) 
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Where p is the price ot the product, w is wage ra.te, r is 

price ot the capital input. R1 and R2 are introduced to 

allow tor the possibility ot systematic deviations from 

profit me.rlmization due to restrictions on tirm behavior. 

It there are no restrictions then R1 • R2 • 1. 

This mod e1 is und eridentitied in the sense that the 

conditions tor minimising generalised residual variance do 

not contain enou~ information to solve tor ell the unknown 

parameters to be estimated. This difficulty can be overcome 

by imposing restrictions on the variance-covariance matrix 

ot the disturbances. We assume this variance-oove.riance 

matrix ot disturbeno es to be diagonal. One way to estimate 

this model is by non-linear tull information method. 

Alternatively we replace the production tunotion in the 

system by its linear approximation. 

\n "( \- h~ \n ki- h (1-~) lnLi -T I~ nbC\-~ )[lnk1'-l11 L;]2.. 

::::. ko + Lto i (2-2.3>) 

({;-') ~~ r.·- C\tl) \"ki-==- \<., +~'l (9.·~lt; 

({+1)\nYi- (\tl)\nli ~ k'l--t~~l (2.·2r) 

ko, k1, k2 are constants.Uo > Lt 1 ..> L12. are disturbances 

end they are assumed to be normally distributed, end cross

seotlone.lly 1n<1epeMent. The maximum likelihood estimates 

can be obtained using in<11reot least squares method. 



Then, 

Let F • ( -t + \ ) /( ~ + 1 ) 

Fln)i -lnki ::."31L 

Fin ti- In Li =- 6-:1 i. 
'1. 

[In k i- I~ Li ] ~ ~ 3( 

Now we get a regression equation 

In \i:::. qo + 011'&1l + 02-"&2 t + Q3b?.t -te.t (2·2.'-) 
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The co-efficients ot (2.26) can be identified with those ot 

production tunction. 

'n y -=. Qo (2·27) 
( 1- Fq,- j:q2.) 

h&-::.-Q' . (2·2~) 
( I - r-Ci I - ,::q 2.. ) 

hO-c&)=- -Q'l. ('2.·2-q) 

C \-~ 1 - P.a 2- ) 

-i_ ~ h ~ - a:, ( 2... 3 o) 
(_ \-~' - Pa2 ) 

( 2. 28) and ( 2. 29) give together with F, 

q~ = -!_ ( F -I ) Q I Q '2... 

The least squares estimates ot (2.26) subJect to (2.31) will 

be consistent. Substituting the values ot the estimates ot 

CI"J"';CI'l.> C\~ in (2.27) through (2.30) we obtain the 

estimates ot the parameters ot the CES function - logY; h) b 
and\ • 
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Estimates with Non-uniform Prices: 

In this model we allow the prices of inputs and outputs 

to vary over the sample period. So, our m~el consists of, 

ln "Yi -::. \n¥- ht,(lnLi- \-nki) + h lnL\ 

- .l. h~~L\-S)( lnLi- lnKi )'L -t Lto\ (2-·';"J.) 
'2-

t~ /ry) -I 
(~-+ t)ln "Yi - (~+I) l'I"'K\ =- \-n ("z..fp) L + In Y (hb) R\ 

-4- u I L (2-. ':!, 3 ) 

(
() ) . C.~tn)_, -1 
'> / h -t J l n '( i - (~+I') In L i =- \ n (~) . -t I-n o h C L-6) R2.. 

. ~ l 
+ Lb.(. 

(2.34) - (2.33) gives, 

lnLi -lnKi =- (f- \ ln(..!.=_b)~ -(_j_) I-n(~). 
~ ) h R2... \~ h. L 

+ ( ~) ( lt2.L- u I L ) CJ_· ~~) 

Regress!.on of In. (L/K) on (w/r) i gives 

best linear unbiased estimates of l I C.!+e.) 

For the estimation of the other parameters, we obtain a 

reduced f'onn equation f'or If\ Li by solving (2.32), ·(2.34), (2.35) 
I ) .-, .~ \. 

\ '"'· • • .J -' I • 

For In L~ and we get, 
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_, 
\),L-:: (.~+1) (LtrL- U2-i). V-:a.L 

is the linear combination ot all three disturbances. We 

can replace v;t . by the squares ot the residuals ot (2.35). 

A ~ /""..... 
It lllLi- lnKi are OIS estimates tmm (2.35) and \n L', 

" /':-.., 
are obtained trom (2.36) with residuals Vt(. and V-z.L 

respectively, 

then, ""' A I' 
. \n \..-i - ln ki -=. ( \n Li - llliki ) "'\'" V1 i. 

/'- I' 
\n L\ z: \n Li -r '\/2-l 

'2... /'. ,......_ '2.. A ~ 
(_JnLi- \nK.i J =. [lnLi- \'l'"\Ki] +VIL 

-r 2- 'V\ \. ( I~Li -I Ak1) 
We replace the values ot the explanatory variables by their 

reduced torm fitted values and estimate the relationship, 
/"'. ./'... 

\ n "{ ,· -::::. I-n l( - h cS (_ \ ?-~ L i - I n k. i ) -t h I'd'\ L i 

-.J:~h&Cl-~)(t_i:Li -l~i]\~(J -TVot_ ~· 3 7) 
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We can substitute ~ tor ~ in (2 • .37)and obtain least 

squares estimates ot the CES parameters. 

Estimation ot the VRS Function: 

The ACMS formulation is based on the assumption of "the 

existence of a relationship between '</Land \.N independent 

of the stook of capital."5 If this assumption does not hold, 

we get distorted estimates of 0 • The estimation gives 

biased estimates ot ~ • So Lu and Fletcher (1968) obtained 

estimtes ot·6" from the generalised CES production function. 

The estimation of~ VES production function is also based on 

the assumption ot perteot oanpetition, profit maximization. 

Lu and Fletcher have done the estimation in 2 stages. They 

start with the relatiooship, 

The assumptions of perteot competition and profit maximizatioll 

give 

I? EY -= tAl oL 
. Given t.bese assumptions and the relationship (2.)8) they 

arrived at 

WL -= ( 1-S )by~ lo w'-b X-c:. 
'( 

where X • K/L. 

Assuming neutral technological progress 

5. Arrow et al (1961). 

AI:: 
"t(t)~ooe 



one obtains, 

\n(HLj'() = (3o ;- f-.1 In W -t !32-L-

where 

-;- 1'3:, \n LkiL) 

~o-::. 6 In LI-eS') t (b-1) In Yo 

]5,:. (.1-.6) 

132. ~ A Lb -1) 

t33:. -C. 

Given the data on \~L , the wage rate and K/L we can 
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'( 
estimate the relationship (2.40) to obtain OLS estimates ot 

P' s and consequently ot b J A qn d c.· 

From the estimates ot b > A > (_ J qnol 6 
we can calculate o using the relationship 

0 =- _ __:b:.----.--
1 c.. ( J )• - I + f3J..<. (x.A-13) 

where A • b+C..-1 U/.b-1) 
eJ.. -:::. (. I -6 ) y 

We can see here that cs- is an explicit tuncti on ot the 

capi tal/la bar reti o. 

We discussed both single equation and multiequation 

models to estimate production functions. But as we shall 

see in the next chapter, most ot the estimations done tor 

the Indian data are based on_single equation models. 
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CHAPTER III 

EMPIRICAL ESTIMATIONS FOR INDIAN MANUFACTURING 

The empirical estimation or production fUnctions is 

mainly done to obtain estimates or the parameters .. 

elasticity or substitution, returns to scale, factor shares; 

and to measure technological change. 

Section 1: SOURCES OF DATA: 

For the estimation the data could be obtained trom CMI 

(Census ot Manut ac.turers in India) , SSMI (Semple Survey or 

Manufacturing Industria s), ASI (Annual Survey ot Industries). 

The a.D:I gave data on 29 industries tor the period 

1946-58. It covered factories registered as per the 

Factories Act or 1934 (i.e. firms using 20 or more workers 

with power). As per this definition it covered only 6500 to 

7000 tactor1e s. 

However, CMI was replaced by the ASI in 1959. The ASI 

coverage is muob broader than the CMI. The .ASI covers the 

factories registered under the Factories Act ot 1948 (i.e. 

it covers factories employing 50 or more workers with power 

and 100 or more workers without power). The remaining 

factories, which are not covered by Factory Act or 1948, 

were covered by sampling methods. The ASI date. are 

available tor both sample and census sectors. 

The ASI and CMI classitioattons are different. The 

t'!itterenoes in coverage and olassitioation lead to the 
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problem of comparability of the data in case ot time series 

analysis. Because ot this problem ot comparability of the 

data, we find in the enpirical studies a tendency either to 

restrict the analysis upto 195!! or not to cover the CJAI 

period at all. In that case, the later studies as pointed 

out by Mehta (19!!0), leave out an important period ot Indian 

industrialization. To cover both ASI as well CMI periods in 

the analysis, one has to make adjustments so as to make the 

data comparable. :&It it was found that not many studies 

have DB de an ettorli to make the data comparable. 

Mehta (1960) obtained a comparable avJI - ASI time-series 

tar the period 1953-65. The ASI gives data on 63 groups ot 

industries as against the avJI which gi vee data tor 29 

industries. Mehta found that 27 out of 29 groups were 

identified with the .ASI groups. The two ~I groups v.t.ich 

could not be identified with the ASI groups were the 22nd 

end 26th group. 

He mde two types of adjustments to make CMI-ASI series 

comparable; one with regard to the industrial classification 

and second with regard to the units covered. As tar as the 

units covered are concerned, to make .ASI and CMI data 

comparable, Mehta aiggested two alternatives. One is to add 

the date of tectorie s using 20 to 49 workers with power to 

the ASI series. The second alternative was to ranove the 

non-ASI data trom the CMI series and make the whole series 

comparable w1 th the A.SI base. He ruled out the first 
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alternative because of lack of appropriate date.. So, he 

construe te~ s. oonti nuous time-series for the period 1953-65 

by rEID.ovlng the non-ASI date from the CMI. 

Seoti en 2: MEA&lREMJNT OF VARIABLES: 

Output: 

Output is oftEn measured as gross value sdaed or gross 

value of the ·output. GVA. is preferred to net value added 

because depr eoiation figures need not always reflect the 

actual capital oonaJmption. The aAI depreciation is 

oaloula ted on the ~as1s of rates allowed tor inoome-t ax 

purposes. In such oases, the d epreoiation figures, instead 

of reflecting the capital consumption, depend on the 

prevailing law. Therefore, GVA is preferred to NVA. Murty 

and Sastry (1957) have drawn data from company balance sheets. 

They measured output as net value of the output from the 
1 profit and loss account of the firms. 

Labor: 

In the oese of labor, CMI and ASI give date on three 

categories of labor: workers directly Elllployed, persons 

other then workErs and workers employed through contractors. 

Wages and salaries data ere given separately for these three 

categories. However, labor is also measured 1n terms of man 

hours. But the use of man hours as a flow of labor services 

involves a strong assumption. "It assumes that the inherent 

-------------------------------------·-----
1. Net value of the output • Sales + closing stock -

opening stock - manufacturing expenses - ~eprec1eti on. 
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average physical end. mental capacity ot persons employed in 

each occupation is constant over time. n
2 

However, Benergi 

thinks that one can assume the average capacity to produce 

to remain roughly the same over a "reasonable" time-period. 

Denison ( 1961 ) observed the t output per men veri es less than 

output per man hour. So, he preferred employment data as a 

measure ot effective labor input. 

Capital: 

Capital is very oftEn measured as gross fixed capital. 

The data on cepit~ poses a number ot problems. It is 

measured as fixed capital by Sanker (1910), Mehta (1975), 

Rajalakshmi (1985). Sanker (1970) divided the fixed capital 

items into structures and plants and machinery. He used 

separate deflators tor the two categories- index number ot 

building coats and index number ot machinery prices 

respectively. In his analysis, as he himself has mentioned, 

he did not take into account the age struotur e of capital. 

Mehta ( 1975) mea91red fixed capital as the aggregate 

of the book value ot land, buildings, plants end machinery. 

He deflated the time series by the ind.ex of machinery end 

transport equipments. 

The use of gross fixed capital can be justified 

"particularly in case of under developed countries, on the 

ground that capital stock are probably more otten used at 

------- F -·-------

2. Banerg1 (1975). 
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approxim!!tely constant levels ot efficiency tor periods tar 

beyond the accounting life measured by the normal 

depreoiati en." (Banergi (1971 ). Banergi (1971) also 

pointed out the.t since large amount ot expenditure is 

incurred in order to keep the asset in more or less similar 

productive capacity and keep the equipment more or less 

intact. there is no need to subtract depreciation :from the 

gross value of the capital stock. 

There are many more problems in the measurement ot 

capital arising frQm heterogeneity. age structure, price 

deflators. The e.ge strucrur e of capital atteots the gross

net adjustments. Hashim and Dad! (1971) made the gross-net 

an!! prlc e adjustments to obtain an adjusted continuous 

capital serle s ot Indian Manu:t'acturlng. 

The data on age-structure o:t' capital cannot be obtained. 

So, they calculated the average gross-net ratio tor eaoh 

industry for a particular year end converted the book value 

into gross value. Suppose we obtain the gross-net ratio (r) 
th 

tor the 1 year. then we can build a capital series using 

annual gross add! tions to the stock o:t' capital as, 

Hl. i. i.-t-1 t+'l... 
C:r = N t-1t-) -t A + A 

where G - gross value 

r - gross-net ratio 

N - Net value (depreciated book value) 

A - gross ad!'!! tlons to the capital stock during 

a year. 
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Thus, they obteined gross capital series at purchase price 

ot fixed assets tor 28 industries whi oh are comparable to 

CMI industries. 

These complexities in the measurement of' capital led 

to the use of capit sl surrogates SlCh as horse power ratings 

of' electric motors and electricity consumption. These 

proxies do not raise any 1nd ex number problems. Also, to 

take account ot' subst1 tution or one fuel for another, one 

can construct a composite measure. Sastry (19g1) constructed 

a composite measure of' tot a1 energy consumption tor the cotton 

ind.ustry. He took into account 16 fuel components and 

converted them to a common base (1n terms or coal replacement). 

The conversion rectors he used were obtained from the 

Ptroleum Inf'armat1 on Servtc e, U.N. World Energy Supplies. 

Whet led him to the use of' capital surrogates was the 

fact that in most of' the studies, where capital is measured 

traditionally, the elasticity or output with respect to 

capital is very small or even negative and statistically 

lnslgntricent. W1 th the use or the capital surrogate he 

obtained significant estimates of' elasticity of output with 

respect to oep1tal. 

Secti m 3: PMPIRICAL ESTIMATIONS: 

).1 Estimations tor the Whole Manufacturing Sector: 

The CD and the CES ere the most wid ely used forms or 

production f'uncti on f'or empirical esttmati ons. Though the 

VES production function permits the capital/labor ratio to 
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be an explanatory variable in determining the elasticity ot 

substi tut1on, not many estimations are based on the VES 

tuncti en. 

The anpir!cal estimates of the parameters of the 

product! on tunotion are not only of theoretical interest, 

they my also provide usefUl gu1d elines for economic policy. 

The elasticity of substitution has a number ot 

implications. It has been shown by Solow (1956) that the 

unstable balance ot the Harrod-Domar growth mo~el depends 

critically on the ~lasticity ot sub'st1Uition. Lucas (1970), 

Sargent and Wallace (1975) have shown th.at the elasticity ot 

substitution has implications for the cyclical behavious ot 

the labor's share. The elasticity ot substitution can also 

provide guidelines tor resource allocation • 

. The cepit al and labor co-ett1o1ent s in~Uoate their 

relative importance in the industry concerned. It the 

production funotion is linearly homogeneous, the sum ot the 

co-efficients will determine the nature ot returns to scale. 

Techuol~1cal change has been identified as a dominant 

factor of economic growth. Technological change can be 

meaa1red either by productivity indices or by shitts in the 

product! on tuncti on. A time series ot total factor . 

productivity indices would show the intertemporal changes in 

the capac! ty of the prod uoti en system to generate output. 

There are three indices ot Total Factor Productivity (TFP) 

otten used tor the purpose ot estimating technological 
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(1) Solow Index A(t) 

(2) Ken~r1ck Index K(t) 

(.3) DoD!lr Index D(t). 
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Solow used the term technological change as a "short 

band expr essi on tor any kind ot shift in the proC! u cti on 

fUnction. n3 He assumed technological change to be neutral 

in the sense that the D!lrg1nal rate ot substitution remains 

the same with the change in output. 

Yt • A(t) F(L~, Kt) - ().1) 

A(t) measured the effect of cummulative shifts over time. 

Dif'f'erenting ( 1) w1 th respect to time and di vi Cling by Y we 

obtain, 

~/'i AJA + A(aF;~k.J(K/KJ -t R(or:./oLJ(':../L) 
c~·2') 

or, 

Dots denote the partial derivatives wl.th respect to time. 

Solow derived a whole series of technological progress trom 

the identity 

A(tt 1)::. AU:)(_t+ LlALt)) ··A (o)=-1 
ALt.) 

). Solow ( 1 957). 
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The Kendrick index (Kt) is based on the assumptions of 

perfect competi t1 en, per:f'eot substitutability, profit 

:maximisation. 

(3·5) 

~ & ~ are labor end capital co-efficients respectively. 

Doma r cons true ted an index of' TFP :f' or "( = A C '!<! 
tuncti en. It is a geometric index. 

In"( ::: \n ~ t ~ In L i- (3 InK. 

(·'J'f)(a':i)dl:l::. (IJp)(clPfc:lt:) + ~(I/1-)Lc:lL.Jdt)tl3(1/~)sclk/d.t) 

Pjp ~ Y/y -[o~..(L./L)+ r->C.k-/k)] 
0\... 

3.2 Estimation of' Elasticity of Substitution: 

Table 1 summarises the results of' the estimations of 

the production ttmoti ons :f'or the whole Indian menutaoturing 

sector. The estimeti ons are done :f'or both time-series as 

well as cross-seoti on data. 4 The studies are restricted to 

the CMI period. Even the studies in early 70's do not extend 

beyond the CMI period - Banergi ( 1971 ) , Narsimham end Fabryoy 

4. Cross seotioo.: Dutta (1955), Murty & Sastry (1957) 
Time series: Dutta MaJumdar ( 1967), Benergi ( 1971), 

Narsimhem & Fabryoy (197tt-). 
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(197J). However, Dutta Muju~ar (1967) has estimated the 

production :function for the period 1951-61. 

As for the cross-section examination of' CES production 

:function, Gujarati ( 1966) estimated the CXS product! on 

function for manufacturing sector consisting of' 28 industries 

for the year 1958. He obtained direct estimate of' elasticity 

of' substi tutia:t based on a relationship between value added 

per unit of' labor Ell d wage rate. His findings rejected the 

hypothesis of' 

The two ma Jcn: cross-section studies by Dutta and Murty 

and Sastry were carried out bef'or e the notion of' the CES 
' 

production :function was introduced. 

In case of' time-series estimations, Banergi (1971) and 

Nars!mham, Fabrycy (197~) have estimated CD as well as CXS 

for the period 1946-58. So, these studies have tested the 

hypothesis of' o-,_1 as against the CD :function with a built-in 

property of' a=\. 

To estimate the elasticity of' substitution, Banergl 

(1971) has estimted a number of' relationships based on CES 

product! on :function including a lagged model. He estimated 

the following relationships. 

. e 
In ('({ L) ~ o- 1"11.1__ -t o \") ~ 

1-& 
('3· 1-) 

Thb gives a relationship between average labor product! vity 

end the wage rate. One advantage of' estimting this 

relationship is that we avoid the use at data on capital. 
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However, this relationShip does not give us separate estimates 

of the efficiency and the distribution parameters. 

Givm the equilibrium relationship 

and allowing for partial adjustments towards equilibrium, 

one can write 

I n C Y / L) t ..-.. \-n ( '11 L) t-1 -

A \_\n (Y/L ~t -l-n(_ '1 J LJc-\l J o~~.cJ. 
or 

\j_A ln(t(L)t. + L 1-(1/A))IT")CYJL\ . Jt-J 

(o·CJ) 

Substituting in (3.8) we obtain 

11") ( '< I L) t ~ ~A + 0' A\"() \r-1 L-

-+ (I-A) \'1"1 C'( J L) t.-1 ;. ~ Ut= 

He also estimated a serial oorrelati on model w1 th a 

legged wege rate term to take account of serial correlation 

arising out of misspeoifioatio~s in the error terms. But 

the co-efficient of the lagged wage rate term was found to 

be statistic ally 1nsign1fic ant. 
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But, these relati ooships do not allow for non-constant 

returns to scale. ACES pro~uotion fUnction with non

constant returns to scale, together with profit maximizing 

conditions gives, 
~ 

'"() ("Y/L.. J-t =--h/ (h+~) \-n h -t 

(h/hte)n'WI; ;- ~(h-1) l'r'llt -tUL- (~·\l) 
(h+O 

The relationships (3.7), (3.10), (3.11) gave very good 

estimates with R
2 of • 78 and above. But none of these 

relationships gave· an estimate of elasticity of substitution 

sig1ific antly different from one. 

On the other ·hand, Narsimham an~ Fabrycy (197~) found 

that the substitution parameter is sensitive to specification 

changes. They obtained the estimates of the parameters ot 

the OES tnnction using Hartley's (1961) iterative method. 

They estineted the CES function with and without the time 

tren"· With the inclusion of a time trend, the estimate of 

elasticity of substitution was reduced substantially. The 

estimate of elasticity of substitution without the time trend 

was .7821. With the introduction of the time variable, they 

obtained en estinete ot elasticity ot substitution as low as 

.3534. They also estimate~ the relationship (3.7) Which 

appeared to be a weak rele ti on ship with an R2 • • 2855 and 

gave a still lower estimte of elasticity of substitution 

of • 2373. 

Thus, the estimates of ela sti oi ty ot sub stt tuti on, as 
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we have seen, are sensitive to spectrication changes and 

also depend on the period under consideration. So it would 

not be very reasonable to assume unitary elasticity of' 

substitution and go on to estimate a CD function. We should 

obtain the estimates of' the elasticity of' substitution and 

then only determine the form of' the production function. 

3.3 Estimation of' Returns to Scale: 

The sum of' labor ant'! capital co-ef'fioients of' the URCD 

gives an estimate ot returns to scale. Dut ta ( 195 5) 

un~ertook a cross~seotion study of' Indian Manuteotur1ng f'or 

the years 1946 end 1947. He estimated an unrestricted CD 

function tor Indian manufacturing. For both the years he 

obtained very good f'its with R2 of .968 and .971. His 

estimates of' returns to so11le conform to the hypothesis of' 

constant returns to soale tor both years. But over the 

years, the estimate or the elasticity of' labor with respect 

to output has gone down substantially and that of' capital has 

gone up. 

On the other hand, as seen from the estimates of' Murty 

and Sastry ( 1957), who carrie~ out a cross-seoti on analysis 

tor the years 1951, 1952, even though the elasticities move 

in the same direot1 on the magnitude is only marginal. Their 

estims.tes also favored the hypothesis ot oonstant returns to 

scale • 

.All these estimations by Dutta, Murty and Sastry gave 
2 very good fits w1 th R of' • 95 and above ~ioh implies that 
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more than 95% of the variations in the output are explained 

by the factors of pro~uctl on. 

As tor the time-series estimations, Dutta MaJ uml'!er 

(1966) chose to estimate restricted CD function for the 

period 1951-61. Sot under the assumptions of unitary 

elasticity at substitution and constant returns to scalet 

all that he obtained were estimates at elasticity of labor 

and capital with respect to output (.46 and .54 respectively). 

On the contraryt in his extensive study, Banergi (1971) 

estimated four relationships based on URCD. 

(3.12) 

(3.1)) 

(3.14) 

Out of these four relationships only ().12) yielded 

significant estimates of both capital and labor co-efficients 

with R
2 

of the order of .82. The sum of the co-efficients 

waa greater than one at 1 O% level of significance. 

In (3.1))t he !noluded a capacity utilization variable 

into the relationship. However, nowhere in his analysis has 

he mentioned how he has measured oapeoity utilization. It 

can be seen from Table 1 that (3.13) gave a higher R2• But 
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we cannot reelly say the t this gives a better fit unless we 
-2 

compute R , especially when we are estimating the 

relationships with so many variables. To Banergi, ()J 13) 

estimates seetD9d more 'plausible'. But not knowing how 

capacity utilization has been measured, we cannot say 

anything about the 'plausibility' or the estimates. Though 

we do not want to go into the details or the capacity 

utilization proolems, it should be mentioned here that if 

capacity utilization is treated as s.ynonymous to capital 

utilization, cepit.al is being measured twice in relationship 

(3.13), Ybich might lead to problems of collinearltyjserial 

correlation. 

Kr1 shnamurty ( 1961 ) gives a better way of ~eeling with 

the utilizaticn proolem. He considered two production 

functions; the full capacity produot1 on tunotion and the 

production tuncti on relating labor and capital utilised to 

output. The later relationship can expressed as 

where K is the capital stoCk and U is capacity utilization 

rete. 5 (KU) thus gives the capital stock corrected for 

utilization. 

(3.13} gave him an estime te of returns to scale not 

5. There ere various measures of capacity utilization 
like Maximum output, minimum cepi tel output ratio 
measure. But we {f o not go into the problem of 
meesuranent of capacity utilization. 
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significantly different from one • 

.Another relationship Benergi (19'11) estimated to obtain 

a measure or returns to scale (3.1!1-) was 1JRCDwith the 

introduction of' a time trend. The co-efficients of' time 

variable and capital were stetistioelly insignificant. The 

sum ot the capital and labor oo-ef'f'icten ts was not 

significantly different from one. The estimates obtained 

with the introduction ot both time and utilization variable 

(3.15) were as Banergt stated 'implausible and unstable•. 

(3.11), the CES production tunotion with non-constant 

returns to scale • also gave evidence in favour of' constant 

returns to scale. 

So, on the vilole, the evidence was more in ravour ot 

constant returns to scale. Moreover, (3.12) gave an 

indio etl on of' increasing returns to scale only at 10% 

signif'icanoe level. So, (3.12) also does not give a strong 

indication of' lnoreaslng returns to soale. 

Narsimham, Fabryoy ( 197~) est! mated RCD and CES tunot1 on 

w1 th constant returns to soale for the peri o('! 1946-5g. 

However, looking at the evidence in favor of constant returns 

to scale at aggregate level, their assumption of' constant 

returns to soale appears to be reasonable. 

3.r4 Technologioal Change: 

To measure technological change, Banergl. (1971) and 

Nars!.mham, Fabrycy (197!t) have tried to tind out to what 

extent technological oheng e has oontri buted to a r 1se in 
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output. 

Banerg1 studied the product! vity trends separately over 

the CMI (1946-58) and ASI (1959-64) periods because or the 

problem of the canparability of the data. He found that 

the Kendrick and the Solow index move a very closely 

together. So, he concentrated only on the Solow In~ex. For 

the period 1959-64, A(t), the Solow Index showed a downward 

trend. Labor produc·tivlty showed an increasing trend. He 

could find the presence of cepit a1 deepening but not of tech

nol~ical change •• 

On the contrary, Narslmham, Fabrycy (197lt) could trace 

the presence of technol<:~g!c al change.. When they estimated 

the CD prod~cti on t'lmc t1 on with a time trend, assuming 

constant rate of technological change, the presence of 

teohnolc:g1cal change was not significant. But rate or 

technol~ical change need not be constant and may vary over 

the period. So, they used the analysis of covariance. 

Using this method, teohnologioal changes were found to be 

·highly significant and were found to occur in spurts. Over 

time, they estimated technological progress to be 

approrlDE tely at a rate ot 2% per year, but with zero advance 

in 1950 and 1956 end around 6% in 1954 and 155. 

4.1: EstiiM ti ons et a Disaggregeted Level: 

In the above section, we reviewed the findings with 

regard to elasticity ot substitut!oo, returns to scale and 

technological change for the Indian manufacturing at an 
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aggregate level. HCYNever, estlmatims at a disaggregated 

level 1118Y give a different picture. Also, for some of the 

policy issues like how much to invest between large and 

small scale industries, we have to analyse the problem at a 

dlsaggregated level, breaking up the industrial sector 

between different industries because aggregate estimates 

will not serve the purpose. 

Dlwan and Gujarati (196g) have discussed this particular 

problem in connection with the policy objectives ot 

employment and pro.ductlvity. These two objectives are 

conflicting. To mrlm1se long run output, one should go 1n 

tor a capital intensive technology. On the other hand, to 

maximise employment 1n the short run,·labor intensive 

techniques would prove superior. 

The output is determined by the market as well as the 

technique chosen for the product! on. So, the relationships 

they estimated are at the nature at demand functions for 

employment. Recognising the need to test the assumption ot 

·unitary elasticity of substitution, these relationships are 

based on the CES produotion function. 

In the first model, they make allC1Rances tor market 

imperfections. The assumption of profit msrlm1zation gives 

the rele ti onsh ip, 

oL =- a""' 
'01 

W is real wage rate. 'a' gives the degree of rna rket 



imperfections. Then a • 1 implies equality between the 

marginal product! vlty of lebor and the real wage rate. 
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'a' 
is a tunoti on ot the elasticity ot denand for output end 

the elasticity of supply for labor. So, Gl ~I will imply 

market impertecti ons. 

They derived the marginal product! vity relationship 

based on the CES production function end substituted in 

(.3.12) to obtain a demand functi m for employment, 

where, 

.,( :::.. h+ ~ 
h( I+~) 

(.3.17) implies that output and wage rete ere 

exogenously determined and these in turn determine employment. 

In the second model, they assumed that there is 

unlimited supply ot labor so that demand alone determines 

employment. But the existence of surplus labor does not 

ensure unlimited labor supply in all the subseotors. 

Specially in the industrial sector we need skilled laborers 

and the supply ot skilled labor can be increased only w1 th 

a time lag. Also, instead. ot making a simplifying assumption 

ot hom~eneous labor, they were more realistic and classified 

labor in two sUbsets - unemployed (U) and employed (E). 

Since in a technologically determined sector the supply oan 

be adjusted only with a time lag, they arrived at a mOdel 

which takes account of the dynamic adjustment process. The 



adjustment process depends on the elasticity at which the 

supply adjusts to demsn4. 

I .,t,\ ..(2... ..1..~ 
Lt. =- A Wt- '{t L~:-\ U2..t.-

whe:re.. 

ro-
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In the third model, they take account ot the tact that 

changes in the market structure also intlueme the quantity 

ot anployment dema.nded and supplied. In this model, they 

take into consideration two factors - growth prooess in the 

output market and changes in the market. 

For a continuous growth process, the planned output 

should always be higher than the actual or realised output. 

For sl mpllcl ty, Diwen and Gujarat1 assumed the ratio or 

planned output to actual output to be constant. 

They attributed growth in the wage rate to ·changes in 

the market structure and growth in the mrglnal product. 

The equation (3.16) can be modified to accommodate changes 

in the mrket strucblre. The ratio (qt-1/~t:) will give 

the direct! on of changes in the market imperfect! ons. On 

the hypot~es1s that market imperfections depend upon the 

wage rate>they postulated the relationship 

w ).u. C\t: -::. (~ 
Wt:.-1 (s·\9) 

where .A-t is the ele stic1 ty or changes in the market 

1mperteot1 ens with respect to rate ot growth ot wages. 



(). 16) and (3.19) together give 

... a relationship between changes ln the market structure to 

the marginal product. 
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Incorporating these mrket imperfections in the first 

mod e1. and taking account ot the fact the t the f.! emend tor 

labor arises from planned output (\tp) end not actual 

output, they obtained the new demand tunot1 on tor employment 

. ""' .,...-r 
Lt.::. A'Ytp W~; 

('ltp:.(\rA )tt-l where l is planned growth rate) 
-'t 

Substituting tor 'ftp and Wt, they obtained the reduoed 

form 

"\' l'3 I ~~2. f3l f3 4 

Lt ::. A WI: Wt.-1 'Yt ~~-, .V'3(:-

and 0 =. - C 13 1 + f., :2. ) 

They estimated {.3. 17), {.3.18) and 3. 22) for 28 

industries for the period 1 946-58. For the same period, 

Banergi (1971), as we have seen, obtained results in favour 

ot unitary elasticity of substl tuti on and oonstant returns 

to soale at en aggregate level. But the estlmetlon o:f' these 

three models by Diwan and Gujarati gives a dltterent picture 

at e disaggregated level. 

To say that one mod.el is better than the other two, 

they set the ori tert on that it sb.ould give a value o:f' fi2 
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higher by at least .10 than the other two mo~els. On this 

crl terlon, the t1 rat model holds for as many as 16 industries. 

However, in the case of a few industries, the second and 

third models do glv e en indio at ion of improvEIIlent over the 

first model. 

The est1mat1 on of these models generally yleldectJ high 

ii2 
with the exception of vegetable oils (8), tanning (11), 

' 

woollen textiles (19), Aluminium, copper and brass (22). 

The estlmtes of elasticity of substl tution obtained 

from these three ~odels are summarised in Table II. Their 

findings with regard to the elastic! ty of substi tutlon in 

the Ind len industry were as foll011rs: 

Five industries, ceramics (14), Jute (20), chemical, 

drugs and pharmsca.~tlosls (21), Aluminium (22), Iron and 

steel (23) gave the s!llle estimates of the elasticity ot 

substitution irrespeoti ve of the model used. For 12 

industries- (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (7), (8), (10), (15), 

(16), (27}, (28), two out of the three models gave consistent 

estimates of elasticity of substitution. Out of these, 10 

estirmtes were s1gn1f1oantly cUfferent from zero. In the 

first esse only the first two estimates are signlt ioant. 

For the remaining industries, the estimates of the elastlolty 

of substi tutlon d.lftered from model to mOdel. Out ot these 

only 4 were signlfic Ant. 

The explanation they give for so many estimates ot 

elasticity of substitution being insignificant is that "the 
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data relate to time series and sino e all variables are 

growing over time the estimates are liable to a.tffer from 

collinearlty." 

As for the magnitude of the elasticity or substitution, 

the 1r evidence was not in favour of the hypothesis of unitary 

elastic! ty or mb stitutlon. Only starch and cement were 

tound to have ~ greater than one. All the remaining 26 

industries showed an elasticity of aJbstltution less than 

one. This should be noticed part! oularly because for the 

same period (1946-.58), Banergl (1971) estimated four 

r~;Lationsbips based on the CES function at en aggregate 

level and rejected the hypothesis ofo:f 1 for the Indian 

manufacturing. Out or these 26 industries, for four 

industries (1), (2), (16), (17) the velue of o was in the 

range • 5 and 1. For 8 indus tries lt was less than • 5. In 

as many as 13 industries the estimates of c were 

insignificant. So they oame to the conclusion that o- in 

Indian 1n6ustr1es was quite low. 

Estietion of model II led them to the conclusion that 

the adjustnsnt between delll!lnd an~ supply of labor does not 

take a very long time. They attributed this to the fact 

the t the proo ess ot 1ndustrializat1 on had just started and 

the anployment level was not very high. 

Rajalakshml ( 1982) applied these models developed by 

Dlwen and Gujarati (1968) to Rajasthen end All IntHa tor 

mineral and metal group industries for the pertolt 1960-73. 
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She estimated the f1 rst two models i.e. (.3.17) and (.3. Hn 

to determine the parameters - employment elasticity of 

output, elastic! ty of labor demand with respect to product 

wage and returns to scale for the above mentioned group of 

industria s for All-Ind is ant'! Rajasthan. 

As for the elasticity of labor demand with respect to 

product wage, it was not si~itioent tor 2 out of 6 

industries. However, it was significant tor Rajasthan in 

case of three industries - basic industrial chemicals, non

ferrous basic metals end electrical machinery. Employment 

elasticity of output was significant for Rajasthan as well 

as All-India in the case of electrical machinery. It was 

significant at the All .. India level for metals except 

machinery and was insignificant for two industries. As far 

as the pertormnce of the two models is concerned, the first 

model gave significant F values for 5 industries whereas the 

second model gave sigpificant F values for only 2 industries. 

So one oan say that the first model performed better then the 

·second model. 

However, even if Diwen end Gujareti found that 

elasticity of substitution was less than one for most of the 

industries, Banergl. (197(1.) estimated a CD function for 5 

industries namely cotton ( 1946-6.3), Jute ( 1946-6,3), Paper 

(1946-5S}, bicycle (1946-5S), Sugar (1946-6,3). For the 

paper industry Diwan and Gujarati obtained en estimate of 

elasticity of atbstitutlon which was less than one for the 
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same period, 1946-58. Banergt. on the other band assumed it 

to be unity and went on to estimate a CD function. For Jute 

textiles, though Banergl' s estimates refer to the period 

1946-6) and those ot Dlwan and Gujarati to the period 1946-58, 

Dlwsn and Gujarati obtained an estimate ot elasticity of 

sub sti tuti m which was even less then • 5 as opposed to the 

unitary elastic! ty in oase of a CD function. For the 

remaining three industries the estimates obtained by !dwen 

and Gujarati were not even significant. Though Banergi's 

estimtes relate t£> a longer peri~, it would have been 

reasonable to cbtaln the estimates ar ele_stloity ot 

substitution rather thm take it to be unity. 

Mehta (1980) estimated a number of relationships beset! 

on the CES function to obtain the estimates of elast1o1 ty 

ot substitution. His estimations relate to the periOd 

195)-65 for 27 in~ustries. 

The first relation ship be estimated related value added 

per unit or labor to wage rate. Similarly, he estimated 

another relationship based on value added per unit of oapital 

ani rental to oepital. In the third relationship, be equated 

the marglnel rate at substitution between labor and oapltal 

to the wage rental ratio. 

The first two relet! cnsbips were estimated with end 

without the time trend. However, he oame to the oonoluslon 

tba t dropping of the time trend does not gene rally afteot 

the elastic! ty at substl tut1 on. The estima tea of elestl ol ty 
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ot substitution obtained from these three relet! onships, 

()j ) cr2 :> ~3 respectively are given in Table III. 

It can be seen trom the results summarised in Table III 

thet thee stimtes of the elasticity of substitution ere 

sensitive to specification changes. The regression of value 

added per unit of labor on wage rate yielded estimates of 

elasticity ot substitution significantly different from zero 

tor 17 industries. On the contrary, the regression of value 

added per unit of capital on rete of return on capital gave 

signiticant estimates of elasticity of substitution for all 
- 2 

the industries. The R also improved substantially in case 

of the second relationship. The explanation far this is 

perhaps that the assumption or perfect competition is more 

reasonable w1 th regard to c spital than labor. The third 

relationship gave significant estimtes tor 16 industries. 

For 10 industries- (3), (4), (1)), (14), (17), (18), 

(19), (20), (22), (25), ell three models yielded significant 

estimates of elasticity ot substitution. But as tor the 

mgnitude of the elasticity ot substitution, it varied 

substantially with themodelin a number or 1nd~stries e.g. 

for gla as end gle ssware 61 , 6""'1 > r 3 were 1. 18, • 43, • Ht 

respectively and tor sewing machine they were .87, .09 and 

.01 respectively. 

Sanker (1970) in his study covered 1 5 industries Which 

eooounted far more then 95% ot the value added in 

manutaotur1ng. The industries were - ootton textile; 
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woollErl textile; Jute; iron and steel; aluminium, copper 

an! brass; bicycle~; general engineering; sugar; paper; 

soap; chemicals; paints and varnishes; cement, ceramics; 

glass end glassware. 

He covered the period 1958-6). The estimates of the 

elasticity of wbst1tut1onwere obtained from the CES 

prot'luoti on function using the mrtmum likelihood method and 
6 Bayesian techniques. He obteined the maximum likelihood 

esti ne tea of elasticity of sub sti tuti on rang! ng from • 2727 

tor glass and glassware to 1 o44 for bicycles and these 
. -

estimtes were significantly different from one in the case 

of 5 industries at a 5~ level ot significance. 

The Bayesian estimtes of rr led him to the conclusion 

that conSlmer oriented industries have higher elasticity of 

substitution than other industries. 

6. These two methods are not discussed in Chapter 2. 

The estimaticns are based on the production tunction"-0 * cr-1) c.G""-1)/~ L 
Jit: -:::.. e.~p ( '2;_0 L 2;: + ~ t") [~ l<.iC + L t-b )Lit ]:~ViL-

The fUnction is homogeneous ot degree ~. 
Zi is the dummy variable which takes value 1 for the 1 th 
region and zero for others. ~ in the rate of 
disembodied technical pr~ress. He obtained the MLE 
estimate both with the dummy and time variables end 
without them also. HCNlever it was foun~ that the 
introduction of dummy variables and time trend did 
not improve the estinstes of 0 in more than four 
industries. 
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Venketaswami (1975) also estimated aCES function for 

29 industries tor the period 1948-67. The relationship he 

estimted as based on value added per unit ot labor. and wage 

rate. The hypothesis or o=f \ was reJected in the oase ot 

21 industries. Estimtion of the above relationship led him 

to the oonolus1on that 60% or more variations in labor 

productivity ere explained by variations in wage rates alone. 

However, ell these estimates of elasticity of 

substitution were independent of the capital/labor ratio. 

Kezi ( 1980) and Rajelakshml (1985) obtained estimates ot 

elasticity ot substitution whioh were a tunotion ot the ratio. 

~zi (1980) carried out the cross-section examination 

ot the VES prod.uotion function tor the years 197.3, 1974, 

1975. He obtained the estimates for two-digit and three

digit olassificeti on covering 9 and 16 industries 

respectively. 

Using Ll...t and Fletcher's formulation he estimated the 

equation 

For two digit olessitioation his results show that the 

oo-ettic lent of capital/labor ratio is hlgb.ly significant at 

5% level in most of the oases. His results thus provide a 

Just1.tloat1on for the proposition thet the capital/labor 

ratio is en important explanatory variable in determining 

the elasticity of substitution. 

In oese of three digit olassitioat1on also, the 
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co•eftioient or o spit el/la bor rat! o was highly slgnitioant. 

Wben be compared the estimates ot.elesticity or 

sub sti tut1 on w1 tb out o apl tel labor ratio (Table IV, V:), 1 t 

was found that the inolusi on of the variable (K/L) in the 

produotim relation changes the estimates or elasticity of 

substitution significantly. For the year 1974, the 

estimation ot a CES function gave estimates or elasticity or 

sub stl tuti on not sign1t1c antly dlf terent from one for 5 out 

of 9 industries. But wtth the inolusl on ot (K/L) ratio in 

the relationship, the same estimates were signi1'1oantly less 

than unity at 5% level. 

Slm.llarly, for the year 1975, 7 out of 9 industries 

gave an estimate of ela stlol ty of substl tution not 

s1gn11'1oantly different from one with the CES relationship. 

Whereas, all the estimtes were slg1it'ioantly less than one 

when (K/L) was included in the relationship. The CES 

est1mtes of elasticity ot substitution tend to have an 

upward bias. Most of the estlm tea or elastic! ty of 

substltuti on conform to the VES hypothesis that the (K/L) 

rat! o is an important explanatory variable in determining 

the elasticity of substitution and o is also variable among 

industries. Sinoe the CES estimates might have an upward 

bias, one needs to test for the VES hypothesis of ~ • 

The findings of 'D1wan and Leonardson (1985) compare 

favourably with the above findings. Their analysis relating 

to 18 industries was done for the year 1971. They divided 
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the industries into small, medium and large on the basis of 

gross output. They estimated elasticity of substitution 

when technological change was neutral ( on ) and also the 

elasticity of substitution when technological change was 

biased ( cb ). Cfb is a function of the share of capital in 

the output, which is variable. The estimates of OT"\ were 

less than or equal to one for all the three groups but 

estimates of ob were considerably large (Table 6a ). Thus 

they concluded that "there is a large amount of flexibility 

in the product! on ~tructur e to substitute oepital tor labor; 

given the nature of biased technical change." 

The.y further classified the data into 5 groups according 

to the industry type. From the regression results of KBzi 

(19SO), they estinetet5 o'r"l and uh for this industrywlse 

classification (Table 6b). There was a close agreement in 

their estimates. Here again they found that ~b is greater 

than one for 3 or the 5 groups - I, III, IV which reinforces 

the 1r earl! er o onol uBi on. 

Rajalakshmi (19S5) estimated aVES function for the 

time-series 1960-75 for the purpose of productivity 

comparisons of All-India and Rajasthan. She bas also resorted 

to Lu and Fletcher's formulation to obtain an estimate of 

elasticity of substitution. The function fitte<" very well 
2 

with R of .95 for Rajasthan and .S4 for All-India. Also, 

the co-efficient ot capital/labor ratio was significant for 

both the oases. On the basis of these regression results 
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she oalcula ted elastic! ty of subst! tuti on for the years 1961, 

1965, 1970 for All India and Rajasthan (Table 7). The 

elasticity of substitution was very high for the years 1961, 

1965 an~ then slowly showed a C!eolining trend. But even 

then she found that it was much higher than unity. She 

attributed the high values of elasticity of substitution to 

the massive investment prcgrammes during the second and third 

five year plsns which encouraged investment in fixed capital 

equipments. With the utilization of this installed capacity, 

6" showed a decli_ning trend. It was noticed that for all 

the years <5"""'~ <.. GA-r. . So, she concluded that there 

was large scope for substitution between labor and capital. 

The low value of elasticity ot labcr demand with respect to 

product wage indicates that in spite of the high substitution 

value, labor employment is insuf'ficient. Thus higher level 

of employment could be generated in both the sectors 

(Rajasthan and .All India). 

Another such effort of productivity comparisons was 

nade by Sastry (1981 ). He obtained the production function 

estimates for cot ton textile industry (1946-70) for 

Maharashtra anCI Tamil Nadu and compared them w1 th All India 

estimates. He estimated CES production function using the 

marginal productivity relationship and obtained estimates of 

elasticity of substitution not significantly ~ifferent from 

one for M8harashtra, Tamil Nadu as well as All-India. 

Thus, though in most of the studies at an aggregate 
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level, it was found that the elasticity of substitution is 

not siE;~ificantly different from one t estimations at 

disaggregated level present a different picture as the 

elasticity of substitution varies substantially among 

industries. 

4.2 Returns to Scale; 

As we have seen, at aggrege.te level some studies assumed 

constant returns to scale 7, or, when the hypothesis or non-
8 constant returns to scale was tested, it was rejected. 

However, in their maJor industrywise study, Diwan and - . 

Gujarat1 showed that there was no reason to proceed on the 

assumption of constant returns to soale without testing the 

hypothesis. They obtained the estimates of returns to scale 

based on all three models. They d etined the measure or 

returns to soale (V) as 

v = 1-~ 
~-a-

For six industries (6), (8), (10}, (19), (20), (22) 

(see Table II), they obtained a negative value for returns 

to seale. For the industries (5), (14), (15), (21), (25), 

(26), they obtained consistent estimates tor all three models. 

It can be seen from Table II that tor a number. or 

7. Gujarati (1966), Dutta Majumdar (1967), N·arsimham 
and Fabryoy (1974). 

8. Dutta (1955), Murty and Sastry (1957), Banergi (1971}. 
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industries the value of V is quite high. They oame to the 

conolusion that generally the value of V rAnges between 2 

and ;. The explanation they give for moh a high value of 

vis that, in the period under oonslderatioo., the industrial 

sector was in a trans! tional stage. Government policy 

encourage\i the building of oapaolty. Also, the technology 

itself was changing. New firms were going in for a more 

capital intensive technology. So capacity was growing 

faster than output, making it difficult to maintain the 

output at a capacity level. This might have resulted in 

over estimatiro of v. They pointed out that to transform 

these capacities into output becomes difficult due to 

bottlenecks in production like lack at raw materials or even 

spare parts depending upon imports which might result in 

stopping the production at less then capac! ty level. Thus 

in suo h a case "produo ti on is not only a funo tl on of labor 

and capital but also imports.'' However, the estimates of 

returns to scale obtained by Narslmham and Fabryoy ( 197~) 

for the period 1949·58 did not give as high estimates as 

obtaine<'l by Diwan and Gujarati. 

Banergi ( 197~) est! mated URCD for five industries to 

obtain an estimte of returns to scale. He estimated URCD 

with dummy variables for state and year. The use of dummy 

variables for state/year will allow each state/year to have 

its own intercept which will reduce the misspeciflcation 

oonsequenc es of' assuming the same slope for all states. 
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For cotton textile, the URCD estimates v4thout state 

and time dummies gave an indio ation ot increasing returns 

to scale. iBU.t with the introduction of state dummies, the 

estimates favored the hypothesis ot constant returns to 

scale. 

However, tor the jute textile, he obtained estimates of 

constant returns to scale irrespective ot state and time 

dummies. 

For the sugar industry, URCD estinstes gave evidence in 

favor of constant returns to scale. But with the introduction 

of state and time dummies, he obtained estimates significantly 

greater than one, implying increasing returns to scale. This 

gives en indication that the regional variations and oyolioal 

fluo tua ti ons in this industry are slgnifio ant. Other two 

industries - paper and b1oyole, gave estimates of increasing 

returns, unanimously for all the models. 

Sanker (1970) obtained maximum likelihood estimates 

(MLE) and Bayesian estimates of returns to scale from the 

CES production function. The two estimates are in close 

agreement for all 1 5 industries. Out of these 15 industries 

, for three industries - cement, glass and glassware, biayole, 

he obtaine~ estimates ot decreasing returns to soale for the 

period (1953-58). For the bioyole industry, Banergi (197/:t) 

obtained. increasing returns to soele from a URCD estimation 

far the perioe1 1946-58. Far 5 industries both MLE and 

Bayesian estimtes gave evid eno e for increasing returns to 
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scale for the period 19 53-58. 

Mehta (1980) estimated URCD for 27 industries to find 

that constant returns to __ scale preTail .tn moat o~ the 

industries. When he applied the Tinter test to test the 

hypothesis of constant returns to scale, it was rejected in 

the case only 5 industria s. However these e sti ma ti ons assume 

unitary elasticity of sUbstitution. In case the hypothesis 

of unitary ela stic1 ty of su bsti tu ti on is not valid, to avoid 

the consequent misspecification, he estimated CES production 

tunct1 on w1 th non-constant returns to scale. These 

estimations also indio ated presence of constant returns to 

scale in 17 industries and increasing returns to scale in 

only· five industries. This led him to the overall conclus1 on 

that constant returns to scale prevail in most of the IncUan 

industries. 

Sastry (1981) also estimated CES fUnction with non

constant returns for U~harashtra, Tamil Nadu, All-India for 

the cot ton mill industry only to reject the hypothesis of 

non-constant returns to scale. 

RajalakShmi's estimates ot returns to scale for metal 

and mineral group 1ndustr1e s obtained from Diwan and Gujarati 

(1968} models, range from 1 to 4 in case or Model II giving 

an evld enc e of increasing returns to scale in this group ot 

1ndustr!e s for the pert od 1960-7.3. 

Similarly, she obtained evidence in favor of increasing 

returns to scale for the manufacturing sectors of All India 



end Rajasthan tor the period 1960-75, using the same 

relationships. 
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Thus we see that the empirical evidence on returns to 

scale verles as per the specification ot the mO<'lel end time 

period under cmsideret1on. The evidence so tar at a 

d!saggregated level does not strongly support any ot the 

hypotheses ot returns to scale. 

4.3 Technological ~hsnge: 

To measure technological change in Indian manufacturing 

Be.nerg1 (1971) computed the productivity index and came to 

the conClusion that over the years capital deepening was 

taking place and not technol~ical progress. Narsimham end 

· Fabeycy (197Bt) used the analysis ot ·covariance to trace the 

presence ot technological progress and round that it was 

oocur!ng in spurts and not at a constant rate. 

HaN ever, Sanker ( 1970) estimated technological progress 

using the product! m tuncti m estimates (Footnote 6 - g stands 

tor Hicks-neutral technological progress in the CES fUnction). 

In 10 out ot 15 industries he found that the estimates ot 

technolc:gical progress were positive. In 6 industries the 

estimates were significantly greater than zero at a 5% level 

ot significance. However tor cotton end cement in~ustry the 

estimates were significantly belCW~ zero. 

Venketaswamy (1975) traced the presence ot technological 

prc:gress using both CD end CES production tunotion. The 

estimates obtained trom CD function were a little lower than 
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those obtain from OES tunctton. This is perhaps due to the 

reason, as mentioned earlier, that the co-efficients ot a 

CD tunction carry the burden of expressing non-neutral 

teohnol~icel progress as well as returns to scale. 

Venkataswamy found that the industries which experienced a 

high degree or technological change were - aluminium, copper 

and brass, electric fans, electric lamps, glass and glassware, 

bicycles, sewing machines, sugar, chemicals and cement over 

the period 1948-67. Though in industries like cotton and 

jute teohnologicel_progress was negligible, on the whole he 

found that there was technological progress in the 

manufacturing sector. 

Sakong and Nars1mham (1974) analysed the nature and 

mgnitude or technological progress in Indian manufacturing 

over the period 1949-58 using a different approach. 

Th6,1 applied Johansen's model which relates the rate 

or growth ot labor product! vity over a period to its income 

share in value edded.9 

The.y divided 28 industries into tour groups - food and 

related industries; chemicals; metals end engineering; 

textile, ceramics, glass and wood. 

The estimates or technological progress were further 

decompose~ into inter-industry end intra-industry 

technological progress using Massell's model. 10 They found 

that over the period 1955-58. Also in the first peri at! the 

~ecompos1 tion of technological progress into intra end inter 

9. Johansen (1961 ). 
10. Massell (1960). 
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industry progress did not give a different picture which 

implied that there was no misallocation of resources. But 

in the second phase (1955-58) the intra industry technological 

progress was found to be greater than tnt er industry 

technological progress suggesting a mlsallooati on of 

resources which they attributed to the Government policy 

during the second 5 year plan which emphasised investment in 

heavy industries. 

The analysis at a disaggregated level shows that the 

estimates of' the parameters ot the product! on tunct1 on vary 

with the form of the production function, with the level or 

aggregation. Not only this, the estinates may also vary 

w1 th the particular assumptions made in the model under 

consid erati en. 
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CONCLUSION 

In this study, we have made an attempt to review the 

literature on estimat1Cil ot production functions and the 

esti ma ti ens done tor the Indian menutacturi ng sector. We 

were specitically interested in parameters - elasticity ot 

substi tuti cn, returns to scale, and technological progress. 

We started our analysis in the set-theoretic framework 

and det1ned the produot1 on possibility set. We also showed 

that this approach was superior to the traditional one. But, 

we also saw in the first chapter that to estimate the above 

mentioned. parameters, v.bich have important policy implications, 

one has to go back to the traditional framework. We mainly 

considered three forms ot produo t1 on tuncti m - CD, CES, VES. 

The three variables, Y, L, K ere measured at various 

levels ot eggreget1 on Ytbich very often implies ad fling up ot 

heterogeneous quantities. The conditions under which they 

cen be added up meen1ngtully, and tor the aggregate prot!uctlon 

fUnction to exist led to a brief discussion ot the aggregation 

problem. 

Solow and Fisher assumed that all the firms are equally 

ef'f'ioient i.e. constant returns to scale. Then the aggregate 

production function exists only it the firms dif'f'er by capital 

augmenting differences. HCJWever, Sato (1975) allowed the 

firms to vary in productive ef'~1c1ency. He showed that the 

existence at aggregate production is uniquely defined by the 



ettioienoy distribution. Over time, the ettioienoy 

distrl bution changes. The aggregate production tunction~ 

should be invariant to the shifts in the ettioienoy 

distribution. It can be invariant to the shifts it and only 

it the teohnioal change is factor augmenting. This means 

that the efficiency distribution should shitt in a 

system tic manner. It the ettioiency distri but! on stretches 

proportionately, it incorporates labor augmenting technologic~ 

progress. It it scales up proportionately, it accounts tor 

the capital augmenting technological progress. Combining 

the two, we c en also make a case tor capital end labor 

augmenting technological progress. The aggregate production 

fUnction is invariant between the efficiency distributions 

it the shifts ere ot the above menticned type, i.e. rector 

augmenting technological progress. 

There are many more aspects ot the aggregation problem, 

e.g. aggregate production function serves as an important 

tool in growth analysis and also tor forecasting purposes •. 

In suoh cases we have to resort to aggregate production ot 

exant e nature. The aggregate prod uoti on tu no ti one we 

discussed wer~ or short run nature end shifts short run 

aggregate prot'lucti on functions. The relationship between 

the production function ot short run nature end exante 

production tuncti on shoul~ be analysed. But it will torm a 

pert ot more elaborate study. 

As tor the methods ot estimating production 1'unct1on, 
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we discussed both, single equation and multiequation models. 

Estimat1 on of single equation models leads to a number of 

problems 1t OI.S assumptions are violated. One can also 

choose to estimate a system of simultaneous equations 

consisting of a production function and first order condi tiona 

of profit ma:dmizati en. But here we have to face the 

identification problem. In such a case we have to add 

exogenous variable to the profit maximizing conditions. By 

estimating a system of simultaneous equations we eliminate 

simultaneity problem. Also, the complete system of equations, 

as pointed out by Intriligator (1978), "expresses the 

assumption that the data reflect both the behavior of the 

<'leci s1 on maker (the firm) end· the technology, while the 

product! on tuncti on reflects only technology". Kmenta (1967) 

estimated aCES function using simultaneous equations. But 

most of the estiiiB t1 ons done for the Indian economy ere based 

on single equation models. 

These methods of estimation are based on the assumptions 

of constant returns to scale, profit maxi mizeti on and perfect 

competi t1 on. In some oases, constant returns to scale becomes 

a testable hypothesis. 

A number of estimtions heve been date for the .Indian 

manufacturing sector. We classified these studies into two 

broad categories: estimations done for the manufacturing 

sector as a \'thole; estimations done ate rtisaggregated 

level. The estimticns ere done using cross section as well 



as time aeries date based on both CES end CD pro.,uoti on 

functions. We reviewed the Empirical findings about the 

elasticity or substitution, the returns to scale end 

technological progress. 
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It we look at the estimates or elasticity of 

substitution, mile a number or studies have estimated a CD 

function, other stu~ies do not unanimously provide evidence 

in favor or a particular hypot~esis. Benergi (1971) estimated 

a number ot relationships based -on CES production function 

tar the time-series 1946-58. But all ot them rejected the 

hypothesis ~=* 1 • However Nersimhem, Fabrycy ( 1974) 

round that the substitution parameter is sensitive to 

specificati en changes. Including time trend in the CES 

tuna t1 on they r.ejected the hypothesis ()::::!. 1 • On the 

contrary, from the cross-section examination of CES 

produc t1 on tuna ti on by Gujereti concluded that cs-- \ • 
Similarly at a diseggregated level, the estimates or 

elastioi ty at substitution very from industry to industry 

end according to the time span covered. So, the estimates 

ot elastic! ty ere sensitive to specification as well as to 

the level at aggregation. In the light or suoh a wide range 

ot estimates ot ela stioi ty or substitution, end knowing its 

policy implio ati ons, the propos! t1on 0'-::. I should be made a 

testable hypothesis end not a built-in property or the 

product! on function. 

The estimates at returns to scale mostly based on CD 
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funoti on came to an aggreem.ent in favor ot constant returns 

to scale tor t11D3- series e s well as eros s sect! on data at 

an aggregate level. Banergi's (1971) estimates of' returns 

to scale based on the CES function with non-constant returns 

to scale also rejected the hypothesis of non-constant returns 

to scale. However, again at a disaggregated level, Gujarat1 

and Diwan (1968) ant'~ other studies showed that the estimates 

ot returns to scale also change from industry to industry. 

The estimates of returns to scale 1 at a disaggregatet'! level 

also show a wide range. These findings make returns to scale . 
a hypothesis that should be tested, rather assumption as seen 

in a numb er of' e sti ne t1 on math Od s. 

The findings about technolcgical progress do not come 

to an unambiguous conclusion. Banerg1 (1971) and Narsimham, 

Fabryoy ( 1974) traced the preseno e of technological progress 

using different ID3thods. Banergl. (1971) estimated the Solow 

Index to come to the conclusion that over the years the 

proo ess or capital C!eepenlng has set in and not technological 

progress. Nersimham, l!'abrycy (1974) on the other hand, using 

analysis of' covariance found technological change to be 

significant and it occurred in spurts. At a dlsaggregated 

level, Venkataswamy (1975), Mehta (1980) used the production 

function approach. They found that t'lifferent 1Mustr1es 

experieno ed different magnitudes of' technological progress. 

Another aspect of this type of exercise i.e. estimation 

or a production function was brought by Rejalekshm1 (1985) 



where she made produotivit,y comparisons of All India and 

Rajasthan. Other study bringing out this aspeot was 
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Sastry's (1981) estimates at All India level, for Tamil Nadu 

and Mahareshtra for the ootton textile industry. Similarly 

Banergi (1974) incorporated dummy variables tor the States 

to find that in case ot some industries the estimates of 

production tunotion change significantly with the introduction 

ot dummies which implies that productivity varies from State 

to State. 

Most of these est! ma t1 ons done for the Indian 

manufacturing are based on the assumptions of perfect 

competition, profit max!m!zat1on, constant returns to scale. 

The empirical evidence does not conform to constant returns 

to scale, especially at a disaggregated level. We should 

therefore try to relax the assumption of constant returns 

to soale. As for the assumption ot perfect competition, 

Dhrymes (1965) developed a model to test this proposition. 

So, we should test the validity of the assumption ot perfect 

compet1 tion a1 so. 



Table 1: ESTIM.A.TJ ONS FOR THE MAi'lUFAC'l'URING SECTOR AS A \'/HOLE 
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Author(s) :·1ature of 
the function 

Source of 
Data 

A. Cross-Section Studies: 

1. Dutta 
( 1955) 

URCD 1946 Ci''i1 

II 

2. l"lurty & 
Sastry 
( 1957) 

URCD 1947 

T.JRCD 1951 Balance 
Sheets of 
firms 

G~~arati 
(oo). · . 

URCD 1952 

CES 1958 

B. Time-Series Studies: 

CI-11 

3. Dutta 
I"lajumdar 
( 1967) 

RCD 1951-61 Ci>I1, AS1 

4. Eaner~ee 
(1971J 

a) URCD 

b) UR.CD with 
utiliza
tion 
variable 

c) tJRCD with 
time trend 

d '1 URCD with 
u & t 

e) Sl'IAC 1946-58 

f) Si-iAC with 
tioe trend 

g) Sl''iAC distri
buted lag 
:'iodel 

!J.) Sr1AC serial 
correlation 

5. Nar.:;imham RCD 1946-58 
Fabry CY 
( 1974) CES 

CES with 
time trend 

CI'I1 

II 

II 

" 

" 
" 

" 

II 

Cr-11 

Measurement 
of Ca~ital 

-I"l;a~u;e;ent Techno- -L~b~r- - ca;ital -El~t;-- R2 -
---- ----
No. of Industry 

of Labor logical Co-effi- Co-effi- city of 
Progress cient . cient Substi-

tution - - - -~- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Gross fixed 
Caoital 
Assets 

II 

Total fixed 
assets net 
of deprecia
tion + work
ing capital 

II 

Gross fixed 
capital 
assets 

II 

II 

Average No. 
of Labor 
Employed 

II 

Total wages 
and salaries 
paid 

\•/ages 

II 

Total 
Employment 

II 

II 

N.A. 

II 

" 

N.A. 

No 

II 

II 

.7725 

.5704 

.59 

.53 

.46 

.992 

1.015 

1.329 

• 2326 

.4954 

.40 

.50 

.54 

.443 

.199 

.075 

.97 

.968 

.971 

.98 

.95 

.66 

.82 

,879 

.825 

obser-
vations 

- - - - - - - - - --

29 

29 

607 

320 

28 

Indian Hanufac
turine; 

" 
" 

" 

II 

II 

" 

II 

II II II .223 .905 : r o•900 II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

" 
II 

Fixed capital No. of 
deflated by workers 
\vhole sale 
price index 

II 

II 

II 

II 

Tee hno- • 2271 
logical 
progress .5925 
in spurts·, 
not conti- .5973 
nuous 
proc~ 

.7729 

.3075 

.3027 

1.106 

0.607 

.786 

.576 

• 7821 

.3534 

.785 

,820 

.839 

.858 

.6252 

.9606 

.9132 

II 

II 

II 

28 Cr;ra.'1ised 
Larr:e -Scale 
Indian InG.ustri 
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--------------------------------------
In~ustry niwan & Gujrati (1968) 

Estimates of a--. 
Mo~el I II III 

1. Fruits & vegetables .9314 .6146 .6748 

.9618 

.1445 

.)00) 

2. Wheat flour .8508 1.0419 

). Rice .0556* .1097 

4. Biscuits - .0)16* 1.)255 

5. Sugar 

'/6. 'Ois tillarie s and 
Breweries 

7. Starch 

8. Vegetable oil 

- .24)8*- .1552 .0725 

.)254 

1. 0045 

• 5993 • 2057 

1.1343 1.73.38 

• 5081 • .343 

9. Paints & Varnishes -

10 •. Soap 

• 2071 * 

.1880* -

• 2560 

.1259 .067) 

• 2550 .0)79 

11. Tanning - .0740* .1412- .007.3 

12. Cement • 9752* 1 • .342.3 2. 07~2 

. 1 ). Glass & Glassware • 04.3 5* • )025 .1382 

• 2197 

.0760 

.887.3 

• 5852 

14. Cerendc s • 2594 • 2286 

15. Pl~oc'l &. Tee Chest .181.3* .1765 

16. Peper & Peper Boa rt1 • 9396 1. 2952 

17. Mete he s • 3798* 1. 1760 

18. Cotton Textiles 

19. Wo"Jlen Textiles 

20. Jute Textiles 

21. Chemical T.lrugs & 
Phermaoeutioels 

22. Aluminium Copper 
& Brass 

2). Iron & Steel 

24. Bicycles 

25. Sewing Machines 

26. Electric Lamps 

27. Electric Fans 

.0404* .2454 .2242 

.0614* ~0)24 .0168 

.44.30 • 5051 • 4201 

.0580* .0667 .0788 

.0155* .0670 .0112 

.1411* .2020 

.0458* - .4)16 

.1)96 

.0)86 

.0187* .0979 - .0026 

-1.).306 -1.1214 -1.2750 

.6611 .8512 .7373 

28. General Electrical 
& Engineering .)804 .4494 • .3901 

Estimate of Returns to scale Nersimhem & 
Moc'lel I II !II Febrycy (1974) 

Returns to scale 

- .457 

- • 4881 

5. 8009 

).28)2 

.7)25 4.15)2 

• 0746 - • 0751 

6. 2128 1 o. 8565 

.5874 ).8958 

).2089 ).)119 ).2,305 

-.3.3495 -1.2459 -10.7192 

.01)) .3)25 1.472.3 

-5.0859 -1.2012 -1.6872 

).3474 ).6770 5.5254 

-).4428 -3.5662 -4.8395 

2. 83 52 5. 5.335 2. 9020 

- .0856 .• 5936 1.2178 

7.6093 -24.)881 9.1680 

).2886 ,3.1876 ).1249 

1. 7254 

- .2003 

3-9730 

4.7670 

1. 7224 1.6491 

• 643 5 - • 4M7 

.1577 

5. 8450 

-27.04S9 -.37.0727 

1. 1•392 

). 2928 

-8.1458 

-1.1119 -0.8785 -1.)676 

2. 36.56 2.,3808 2. 3035 

-66.07.38 -13.7205 -3.3.2929 

7. )852 

1. 450.3 

2. 1421 

1. 81313 

-2.4086 

8.8174 

.9874 

6.,3125 

1. 45.36 

2. 0780 2. 21,3 2 

1.9757 1.8517 

9.9200 -1.75.36 

4.9135 6.7641 4.9304 

1. 10 

).05 

1. 70 

.89 

1.00 

• 81 

1. 5) 

.22 

.43 

1.12 

• 78 

1. 54 

• 96 

1. 37 

1. 50 

1. 07 

• 91 

.87 

2,06 

• 99 

1. 20 

• 99 

1. 04 

1. 16 

1. 70 

1. 04 

• 94 

1. 76 

-------- ------------------------------ - --
* - refers to insignificant estimates. 



Teble_J. : Esti rm tes ot:._!!e stioi ty c£ S'l!?J!ti tutl O!!...,!n .utt.a.,.,.,---~-x 
.!!!t.!lm..lrifl us tries J 19 53::05) · . 

-- - - .. -- - - - - - -------- ------- --- - -------
Industry Model I Moc.'tel II Mo~el III 

6 R2 6 R2 6 R2 
-·-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -

1. Wheat flour • 56 .17 .77* • 96 .,34* • 53 

2. Rice -milling 1. 99* .72 0 56* .94 .003 .0002 

3. Biscuit ne king 1. 22* • 53 • 91* • 98 .71* • ~1 

4. Fruit anfl vegetable proo easing 1. 39* • 50 .76* .aa • )1 • 16 

;. Sugar 0.54* .67 .83* • 98 .70* • 95 

6. Pistiller.les & breweries 1. 90* • 55 .69* • 94 • 13 .06 

7. Starch .99'~' • 54 .80* • 93 .22 • 14 

a. Vegetable oils (excluding ecUble 
byt'!rogena te<'l oils) 1. 50 • 27 .;33* .89 .0004 .0002 

9. Ec.'tible hyc.'trogenated oil . .-()6 .16 • 54~' -94 .075 .094 

10, . Pfl1 nt s end varnishes - • 35 .o5 .66* • 95 • 1 8* .)6 

11. Soap .o; .003 .74* .96 .30* .6!1 

12. Tanning 1. 24* • 92 .41* • 82 0 16 .0) 

1 j •. Cement • 59* • 27 .83* .97 .40* .69 

14. Glass and glassware 1.16* .79 .43* • 93 .18* .35 

1;. Ceramics 1o38* .M .44* • 71 • 18 .062 

16. Plywooil end. teachests 0.026 .ooo6 .46* • 56 • 15 • 12 

17. Paper an<'! paper board • )1 * .64 .79* • 97 .60* • 90 

18. Matches • 94* .49 .48* .86 • 22* • 29 

19. 01')tton textiles· .70* .6; .44* .8.) .4)* .70 

20. Jute textiles 1.)0* .75 .44* • 94 • 14* • )1 

21. WoollE!l texti lea • 71 .05 • 56* .g2 • 19 • 16 

22. Chemicals (including 
.86 orugs an<'! phs rm ) .90* .81* • 98 .76* .88 

2). Iron end steel 2.65 • 73 .81 * • 98 .62* .89 

24. Bicycles • 23 .022 .45* -75 • 1 8* • 26 

2;. Sewing m chines .87* • .)4 .09* .66 • 011 * • 29 

26. 'El eo trio fal".s .82* .85 • 91* .84 • 1 g .07 

27. Electric lamps 1. 27 • .)6 .70* .94 • 49* .74 

- -- - - - - - - - ------- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
* - signU'icently <'111' rerent from zero. 

nnmnile d from :Meht e ( 1 980) . 
c.:; 
c,..:> 



Table 4: Estimates of Elastic~of Substitution 
by Kazi (1 sQT=rTwo-digit clas~figation) 
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- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Industry 

1. Foodstuffs 

2. Tobacco &. Textiles 

.). Furniture, Prl nting, 
PubliShing, Footwear 

4. Chemical end Chemical 
Products 

5. Petroleum, Coal &. Non
Metallic Mineral Products 

6. Metel Industries 

7. Machinery 

8. Electric Machinery and 
Transportation 

9. Miscellaneous Manufac
turing Industries 

1974 1975 
- - - ! 'OJ - - !I- - - - tlo .. - - 2\. - -

1.3490c 
(.1715)+ 

• 5528a 
(.1693) 

.50668. 
(. 1071 ) 

.8)37b 
(.4247) 

1.4760° 
(.1 858) 

10 2451 b 
(.1987) 

.8353b 
(.2616) 

.8555b 
(. 2966) 

• 9871 b 
(. 18.37) 

.6275a 
(. 2287) 

.)529a 
(. 1154) 

.414.3a 
( .1 045) 

• .)8948. 
(. 467.3) 

1 .67J9b 
(.4674) 

.60J7a 
(.1899) 

• 7251a 
(. 2557) 

• 270JI!l 
(.)046) 

• 5335a 
(. 2464) 

1.4771c 
(.1416) 

1.10.)1b 
( o. 1127) 

1.1855b 
(. 191)) 

• 9)84 b 
(. 2916) 

1.)284c 
(.1474) 

1. 0605b 
(.)425) 

1.o628b 
(. 2452) 

1. 2879b 
(. )640) 

1 .0)94 b 
(.1451) 

1.1766b 
(. 2465) 

.8J7)a 
(.1628) 

.86))8 

(.1418) 

• 52)21!l 
(.)1)4) 

1. 51 58b 
(. )480) 

.4258a 
(.4444) 

o9580a 
(. 26.35) 

• 9507a 
(. 5100) 

.660)I!l 
(.1866) 

----------------------------------
Notes: * ~ • Elasticity of substitution from CES production 

tunction. 

est' • Elasticity of substi b.l tion from CES produotion 
funo t1 on w1 th en addi tione.l explanatory vari~ble (K/L). 

a implies 

b implies 

c implies 
is not significantly different from unl ty. 

The null hypotheses are tested at 5% level of 
sign if ic anoe. 



Table 5 : Estimates of Ela sti oi ty of Substi tu t1 on 
by Kazi (1<rnQJ 
(Tbree-~igit classification) 
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------------- ------ - - - - - - - - - -Industry (1975) 
~ir - - - - -- - - - - - - - --

1. Food produots 1. 1468 

2. Tobacco and b averages 1. 0798 

3. Textiles • 9975 

4. Footwear and allied products .5134 

5. Furniture at¥! fixtures .6751 

6. Paper and printed allied 
products · 1. 0728 

1. Leather and rubber products 1.3462 

8. Chemicals and chemical 
products 1. 8807 

9. Petroleum and non•metellto 
mineral produeta 1. 0354 

10. Basic metal int'lustries • 8658 

11. Metal products manufacturing 1.7780 

12. Manufacturing of machinery 
except electrical machinery • 7946 

13. Electrical nachinery 
appare.tus, appliances 1. 1234 

14. Transport equipment 1. 0727 

15. Miscellaneous 1.0114 

16. Electricity, gas, water 
and sanitary .6676 

1.11.68 

1.0798 

• 9975 

• 5134 

.6751 

1. 0728 

1.3462 

1. 8807 

1.03.54 

.8658 

1. 7780 

.7946 

1.1234 

1. 0727 

1.0114 

.6676 

- -
.9496 

.6391 

.9098 

.4844 

.6013 

• 5674 

.8420 

.2768 

1. 0040 

.7634 

1.1234 

.8716 

• 5936 

1. 1108 

- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - --



Table 6a : Estimates of Elesticit§ of Substitution 
{niwan & Le~rdiOn (1 S5}) (Groupwise) 

- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -
Group Size 0~ 01 -- - - - - - - - - -- -- - - --
.Large .65 3.15 

Medium • 53 1.84 

Small 10 12 2.88 

- --
-

-- .. -----------------_ ... ___ .. ___ _ 

Table 6b Estimates of Elasticit~ Subst!_tution 
Diwan & Leon~son ) 

(By IndusB:L~ 

- -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - -Industry Type <J~ 6i --- -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - .. - -
I 1.30 1.78 

II o33 - .35 

III .78 1. 53 

IV .44 1.56 

v .49 .74 

- - -.. - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - -
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Table 7 : lUe st1 o1 t 1e a of Sub st1 tut1 on for Tot e.l 
Menufaotur1ngSectOr's or Al.l:riidie end 
Re.1e sthen (Re.Jelekshm1 (1985)) -

-- - - - - -- -- -- - - - -- -- - --Year All-India Rejesthen --- -- .. -- -- --- -- -- - ----
1961 8.6052 7.0052 

1965 5. 5536 2.4978 

1970 2.4475 1.8983 

-- -- - --- - --- -- - - -- -- - --- --
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